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Young Wild West Grilling · the Gold Grabbers
OR, THE "SHOOT-UP" AT SHOOKER
•

By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-The "Gold Grabbers" Organize.
It was during the noon hour on a day in
early summer, _a few years ago, that a . roug1!-looking man might have been seen makmg his
way up a rather steep ascent, where the rocks
and bushes were so plentiful as to almost entirely conceal his movements. The scene was
in southern Nevada, right in the heart of the
mountain range that lies not many miles distant
from both Utah and Arizona. The man continued to ascend until he was nearly at the top
of the hill. Then he paused and peered downward into a little glen that lay at the other side.
"I reckon they ain't here yet," he muttered.
''Well, I'll go on down an' wait. I know they
will be here afore it's time ter go to work. This
meetin' has been called by me 'cause I think it
is about time that I begun ter make money faster an' not have ter work fer it, either. I've
fo~nd out that I've got ther majority of ther men
with me, an' that means that there ain't goin'
ter be very much trouble ter make all newcomers
share with me ther dust they takes out of ther
ground. It's my minin' camp, by rights, since
I was ther one what first found there was gold
here. Jack Shooker, which is myself, an' nobody else, is responsible for ther good luck a
lot of others has had, an' I reckon it's about
time I was gittin' paid fer it. When ther boys
,gits here we'll talk it over, an' I'll bet that all of
'em will agree with me."
Jack Shooker, as he called himself, gave a nod
ni satisfaction, as he ceased his mutterings and
started slowly down into
e little glen. As
Shooker reached a comparatively level spot at
the bottom of the descent, he walked slowly toward a cascade, and then took a seat upon a
rock. He haa not been there more than two or
three minutes when the sounds of footsteps came
to his ears. Rising to his feet, he turned in
the direction the sounds came from, and then
saw two men approaching toward the top of
the rocky ascent at the left. This was not the
direction he had come from, but he knew well
that it was an easier way, though he had taken a
short cut. As the t{vo men started to descend
more appeared, and before they were all the way
down Jack Shooker called out, pleasantly:
"Well, boys, I see you'1·e on hand. What do
you think of this for a m~ting-place, anyhow?"
"First rate, Jack," one of them answered, giv-

ing a nod of approval. "I always thought this
would be a mighty fine place for a gang of outlaws to hide, if it wasn't that they couldn't git
no horses here. This is what sob!e folks of what
they call a romantic turn of mind would call
beautiful in ther extreme."
"Now, then, boys, jest take seats; I'll tell yer
what my plan is," said the leader.
"Fire ahead, Jack," said the man called Larry.
"I reckon I know jest about what you're goin'
ter say, an' afore yer begin I'll tell yer that I'm
in hearty accord with yer."
"I'm glad ter hear yer talk that way, Larry,"
was the reply. "Now, then, we'll come right
down to ther fine points of ther thing. Yer
all know, of course, that I'm ther man what first
found that there was gold around these diggin's.
I named ther camp, which was soon startei, after
myself, which everybody allowed w~ no more
than right. There:s about thirty-five men, countin' ou1·selves, what's takin' out gold dust in big
quantities in Shooker. Of course, we kin git
our share, if we want ter work putty hard; but
it has sorter struck me lately that ~ince theie's
so many newcomers anivin' here that they oughter be made to pay for ther privilege of diggin'
gold dust out of ther ground. Now, then, l'm
goin' ter propose that we bind ourselves together
an' give everyone what comes here ter unde1·stand that they've got to give us half of what
they git. Of course, maybe they won't lil?c that
very much. Some of 'em might obje ~t putty
strong, too, an' that's where ther busine,;:; I'm
tryin' to git at will come in. Them that don't
want ter do as we· want has either ~ot to fight
or git out. You know ve1·y well it'll be m,g11:y
easy for us to run things .our own way if ,, e
only stick together. I've got ther name of hein'
a bad man, anyhow, an' I generally has my own
way in about anything I tries to do. Rnt I
can't do much alone not if ther population keeps
on increasin' as it has been <loin' for thcr la~t two
or three weeks. Now then are you fell-~r,; wi!lin' to bind yourselves together for th:-r pu,1,.,:e
of grabbin' all ther gold dust we kin g-it '!''
"'Ve are," came the unanimous reply.
"All right. Now then I'm ¥Oin' ter make ther
proposition that we call ourselves ther Gold
Grabbers. I'd like ter hear what yer think about
it, boys."
"I make a motion that we call ourselves ther
Gold Grabbers!" promptly spoke up Larry.
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"Second ther motion," called out two or tht·ee
in unison.
"All right," and the leader nodded. "It's been
moved an' seconded that we call ourselves the
Gold Grabbers an' that we bancl. together to iit
all ther dust we kin even if we have to fight 1 or
it. All in favor of that will say aye."
"Aye!" chorused the eleven men, all of them
looking quite solemn.
"That's settled all right, boys," said 8lrooker.
"Now, then, ther next thing is to elect a leade:l':
Who are yer goin' ter have for your leader?"
"You, of course," one of them answered, before
the words had scarcely left his lips.
The rest chimed in, showing plainly that there
was not one who was not perfectly satisfied with
that arrangement.
"Well, boys, if yer want me I'll take it, of
course. I s'pose it's no more than right that I
should do ther leadin', since I was ther first
one to strike gold here. If you're all satisfied to
that I'll call it carried."
Every man present hastened to declare himself well satisfied.
"Ther next thing on ther programme is for
us all to take an oath to stick to each other an'
obey ther orders of ther leader," observed Shooker, as he looked them over carefully.
Murmurs of approval came from the gang
of villains, for such we may as well call them,
and then, after thinking for a minute, Shooker
walked to the center of the gathering and exclaimed:
"Stand around me, boys. I'm goin' ter swear
yer in. I'll swear myself in at ther same time."
The eleven men gathered around the leader
and waited for further orders.
"Now, tlien, each of yer pull a gun."
This was done without any hesitancy.
"Pull up ther hammers."
The command was obeyed.
"Now, then, I'll show yer what I want yer
to do," and starting from th(! two men nearest
to him, the leader of the Gold Grabbers caused
them to place the muzzles of their revolve1·s
against each other's breast.
They all quickly understood, and the next minute they were all in position.
"Put your fingers .on ther triggers."
There was a deathly silence as the men obeyed.
"Now, then, repeat after me: Knowing full ·
well that a little touch of ther trigger would
send me ter death, I do solemnly swear that I
will never go back on ther leader, or any member of ther band that's called ther Gold Grabbers. I further declare I will never tell an outsider -about any of our <loin's, an' if I should
hear any member so doin' I will shoot him dead
in his tracks, no matter where it may _be or what
the consequences might be afterward. I have
become a member of this band for the purpose of
forcing all men who come to Shooker to hunt for
gold to give to ther band half of what they git
from ther ground. While I know this may not
be called right in ther eyes of ther law, I shall
do it, jest ther same. If I should become a
traitor I shall expect to be shot dead when such
treachery has been discovered. Hoping that I
may die if I fail in this obligation, I give my
pledge to Jack Shooker, our leader, that I will
i,ena.ain steadfast in this obligation."

The eleven men repeated this obligation after
the leader, and the moment the last words had
been said Shooker motioned them to step back.
"Now, then, everybody shake hands," he said. ·
"l reckon there ain't a man here but what means
jest what he has said. Boys, we kin now look
on ourselves as a mighty powerful organization.
There ain'~ none of us but what has been guilt
of some crime that would put us in prison if we
had been caught, so that mattes it all ther better. We are all criminals in ther eyes of ther
law, so we may as well have what we kin git out
of ther life we're leadin'. We're goin' · ter be a
terror to Shooker, an' no mistake, though it won't
be necessary for us to make ourselves objectionable, only in ther cases when we demand
what's comin' to us."
When they had all shaken hands, some of them
took seats upon the rocks near the foot of the
cascade, and waited to hear what the leader had
to say further.
"I reckon there ain't no use in me talkin' a
whole lot jest now, boys," Shooker spoke up,
when he saw the inguiring looks that were cast ,
at him. "You all about understand what we're
goin' ter do, so I couldn't say nothin' that would
enlighten yer any. I reckon we may as well go
on back to ther camp, an' we'll go to work this
afternoon jest ther same as we have been in ther
habit of doin'. Or maybe it would suit yer bet;..
ter if we stayed away from work an' had a
little celebration at Dandy's saloon."
"That's right," spoke up Larry while a thickset man with a bristling beard smiled alld looked
pleased.
This was Dandy, the owner of the saloon.
"I'll put up a gallon of tanglefoot free of
charge," Dandy declared, "an' then if yer feel
like spendin' any money with me yer kin go
ahead an' do it."
"But don't none of yer let out a ord of what's
been said or done here to any outsider," cautioned Shooker, as- he shook his head. "If I
found out that any outside1· knowed a thing about ,.
this here meetin' of ours, I'd--"
The leader o:t t!:!e Gold Grabbers did not finish
what he was going to· ;;~y. for at that moment
there was a rattling of ston,,-;; ~irectly behind ·
him, and then down tumbled a hunK.~ figure
right before the eyes of the astonished villain...
"Hip hi! Whattee matteel" came shrilly from
the unexpected arrival in the glen, and then the
Gold Grabbers saw a Chinaman sitting upon tne
ground befoi:e them.
"Great Jupiter!" exclaimed Shooker, as he
found the use of his tongue. "What do yer call
this, boys? A heathen Chinee, as I live!"
"That's jest what he is Jack," the villain called Larry declared. "He1s been spyin' on us, I
reckon."
"Me no spy," spoke up the Chinaman, as he
guickly scrambled to his feet. "Me allee samee
fallee down here. Me goodee Chinee. Me go to
um Sunday-school in Flisco, and me no tellee
lie. Me no see um Melican mans; me fallee
downee here before me can say J ackee Lobinson !"
A motion from the leader caused two of the
men to spring forward and seize the Chinaman.
''Jest stick a knife between his ribs, one of
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from the heap of rocks that overlooked the glen,
they happened to see a man descend into the
opening that was almost concealed from view, as
has been said.
The man was Jack Shooker, as might be supposed. As there seemed to be something peculiar
in his actions, our hero decided to creep up and
see where he went. Hop was right at his side,
CHAPTER. IL-The Gold Grabbers are Some- and they had barely settled down to watch when
what Disconcerted.
the rest of the gang made their appearance. The
two \ were not more than thirty feet above the
At the very time Jack Shooker descended into villains, so it was easy- for them to hear every,
the little glen and took a seat near the cascade, word that was said, and to see just what hapa party consisting of eight riders were coming pened. Though Young Wild West had come
down the winding mountain trail that led into across all sorts of people-some of them the
the mining camp called Shocker. Without going worse villains on earth-he was not a little surinto any details, we will simply . state that the prised at what he heard and saw. Hop, whq
party was made up of You~g W:ild West an_d his could understand English as well as the ordifriends, who went about with him to the wildest nary citizen of the United States, though he
parts of the \Vest, in search of adventure, for- could not speak it very well, was deeply inter-#
tune and fun. Young Wild West is so well ested, also.
known that he really needs no introduction.
So interested was he, in fact, that he attemptThough but a boy in years, he had made a name ed to get a little closer to the edge of the steep
fo1· himself that many an older person would descent, no doubt thinking he could get a better
have been proud to own. He was the recog- view of the gang before they left the glen. In
fized Champion Deadshot of the West, while his rdoing this a portion of the earth caved suddenly
coolness and daring was unequaled, and his de- from under him, and down he went, rolling over
termination to do right, coupled with his ability and over until he landed right at the foot of the
tc "do things," made him an exception to the surprised Gold Grabbers. Young ·Wild West
general nm of boys of his age. With his two was as milch surprised as Hop and the villains
partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, he• were. But he quickly recovered himself, for he
had passed thTough many thrilling adventuTes.
was one of the sort who never get excited or
Cheyenne Charlie was a scout, who had been lose their presence of mind., Not until Jack
in the employ of the government, but now chose • Shooker told one of the men to stick a knife in
to follow the fortunes of Young Wild West. Jim the Chinaman did he interfere. Instantly every
Dart was a boy about the same age as our hero. eye was turned upward, and they could plainly
All three were true Westerners, from the word see the boy, his right cheek resting upon the
"go." For something like two or three years, stock of a Winchester rifle, the muzzle of which
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Arietta was pointed directly toward them.
Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of our
"Who in thunder are you!" Jack Shooker
hero, and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart, managed to find words to say, as he looked uptrips,
their
all
nearly
on
them
had accompanied
ward, his face very pale now.
and so used to the healthful outdoor life had
"I go by the n'i!.mti of Young ·Wild West," came
danthe
feared
longer
no
they
that
they become
reply from above. "I reckon you scounthe
with.
contact
in
came
gers that tli.ey so oft~
had better let the Chinaman go. I am not
d1·els
were
who
With them were the two Chinamen,
pick a row with you, but it happens that
to
here
They
man,
handy
and
in their employ as cook
down there accidentally, and I
were named Wing Wah and Hop Wah, and look- the Chinaman fell him
alone. You hear what I
want you to let
ed much alike, both being typical of their race.
you make the least move to
They were very innocent-looking "heathens," but said! If any of
hair on his head, it will be the last thing
as far as Hop Wah was concerned, this did not harmdoa on
.
earth!"
count for much, for he was really a very clever you
Shooker turned and looked at his companions.
sleight-of-hand performer, a practical joker, and
But none of them seemed able to offer a sugges~ pl'.ol essional card sharp, while he was very
.
tion.
fond of whisky, which he called "Tanglefoot."
"Come on up here, Hop," the boy called out,
It so happened that the mining camp was
situated so it could not be seen untn one nearly coolly, from above.
None of the villains offered to interfere, and
reached it, and not being aware that they were
so close to a place that was inhabited, Young · the result was that the Chinaman soon climbed
up and reached" our dashing young hero. The
Wild West and his friends had halted at noon
less than thirty yards from the glen that Jack next minute bot h disappeared. Then it was that
Shooker had descended to to await the coming Jack Shooker shrugged his shoulders and breathed a sigh of relief. ·
. f his villainous coippanions. While Wing, the
"Come on, boys," he said. "I reckon we'll go
' cook, was preparing the noo\l,day meal, Young
on back. Something has happened that we
Wild West picked up his rifle and started to take
a walk around the vicinity of the camp, he think- didn't count on. But we ain't goin' ter let it
ing that probably he might run across some- interfere with our plans. I've heard of Young
Wild West, though I ain't never seen him afore.
thing in the lint• of game, He took Hop Wah,
who was sometimes called his Clever Chinee, with They do say he's a regular t&nor, though he
' llim, so he might carry any game he chanced to ain't nothin' more than a boy. Maybe he wasn't
shoot. As the two were making their way along there long enough ter hear all that we was talkthrough the scraggy growth of trees not far in' about. We'll :find that out later on, 'cause it
you," said Jack Shocker. "That will be the
best way ter settle this business. I reckon--"
''Hold on!" called out a voice above them. "The
:first man who attempts to harm a hair in that
IM?athen's head will drop dead!"

-
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are most likely he's on his way to Shooker. But
I will say that I think we've got trouble ahead
of us. Young Wild West has got ther name of
interferin' with sich fellers as us. He's broke
up a good many bands of outlaws, so I've heard
tell. He's ther Champion Deadshot of ther West,
too. I've heard all this, though I ain't never
seen anything what he's done."
No one made a reply to this, and following
the lead of Shooker, they all left the glen. As
they reached the top of the short ascent they
looked around for Young Wild West and the
Chinaman. But they were nowhere to be seen.
They wllJlt to the left, and passing along a narrow ledge, they were not long in striking the
trail that led on down to the mining camp, which
now was in plain sight. There were not more
than twenty shanties in the place, but half a
dozen tents could be seen located near them. The
usual store and saloon were there, of course. It
was the man called Dandy who was the proprietor of the latter, and it really was the most
pretentious of any of the shanties. It was not
yet one o'clock when the Gold Grabbers, as they
had decided to call themselves, reached the
saloon. They did not go all together, but proceeded in couples, they no doubt thinking that
suspicion might be incited against them if they
all came in at one time.
"Where have yer been, Dandy?" one of the
miners asked, as the proprietor came in and took
his place behind the bar, so his hired man could
go and get something to eat.
"I've been up lookin' at Jack Shooker's claim,"
was the reply. "He's sartinly got ther rich~t
claim there is in ther camp."
The fact was that Shooker's claim really was
one of the best-paying ones there, and nearly
every man was aware of it.
"Maybe you'll be thinkin' about staking out a
claim yourself, Dandy," the miner who had first
addressed him remarked, with a grin.
"Oh, no, Sam," was the reply. "I reckon I've
got a gold mine right here if I 'tend t o business.
You all know that without my tellin' it to you."
Those who had been present when the Gold
Grabbers arrived now started to leave the saloon
to return to their work, and delve for the precious
metal they were so eager to find.
"Ain't you fellers goin' ter work yet?" the man
called Sam asked, as he noticed that Jack Shooker· and his companions had taken seats at the
tables in the saloon, and acted very much as
though they meant to take it easy for a while.
" o," Shooker answered, shaking his head.
"We was jest talkin' it over a little while ago, an'
we made up our minds that it was too hot to
do any more work this afternoon. We're goin'
ter have a little half holiday."
"Oh, I see. Maybe you got enough dust this
mornin' to make you think it will do for all
day. Well, I hope I'm lucky this afternoon.
Come on, boys," and the miner, who was a sort
of leader among the honest men in the camp,
went on out and started for his work.
The rest all followed him, for what Sam did
they usually took for granted a s being all right,
and they were willing to follow the example he
set. When the last of them had gone Jack
Shooker gave a nod of satisfaction and said:
"Now, then, Dandy, yer kin put out ther

tanglefoot yer spoke about. I reckon we're go:n•
ter have a high old time here this aftern .:;r.n
Young Wild West or no Young Wild \ e '.
We're a band of brothers now, an' we mu,:tn't
never forgit it, even though we git as drunk as
b'iled owls. Keep your tongues between you
teeth, an' don't let out anything that yer don't
want no one else to know."
"That's ther way to talk, Jack," Dandy answered, and then he proceeded to put bottles and
·
glasses on the tables.
The men started in to ch-ink, as though they
really meant to go on a spree, and the quicker
they got under the influence of the liquor the
better it would be.
"Jack," said Larry, as he leaned over and
placed his mouth close to the ear of the leader,
"you said Young Wild West is a mighty quick
shot, an' that he never misses what he shoots at,
didn't yer?"
"That's what I said, Larry," was the reply.
"Well, even if he is, I reckon we've got to
pick a muss with him, an' then see to it that
he's shot dead. It ain't likely he would go
to killin' any of us right away, if we starterl in ,
on a game like that; but ther chances are that·
he might show some of his fancy shootin' if a
row was picked with him. Now, then, if he
should happen to come here, which he most likely
will afore very long, I'll start a row with him.
Then, if he pulls a gun, it's for you an' ther
rest to see to it that he's peppered with bullets
right away. If he's got his pards with him
they must git ther same dose. What do yer
think of that for a plan?"
"Good!" exclaimed Shooker, nodding his approval. "We'll do it."
"All right. I'll pick ther row, an' don't yer
forgit it. It won't take much to do that, I
reckon."
They did not have long- to wait for this to
occur, for suddenly Dandy glanced out of the
window that was back of his bar, and exclaimed:
"Here they come, boys! Here is Y,mng Wild
West. I kin tell him by his long light hair, an'_
fancy buckskin suit. He's riding ahead with a
gal. My, ain't she a beauty, too. An' jest
look at them horses they've got. Ther boy is
mounted on a fine sorrel, an' ther gal is on a
white horse that looks as clean as a whistle.
There's a young woman an' another gal with 'em,
too, an'-hellol there's two heathens, boys!
There's jest eight of 'em, all told."
The villains arose to their feet to a man. Someof them hastened to the window, while others
peered out of' the open doorway. Sure enough,
Young Wild West and his friends were approaching. As Young Wild West and his friends arrived there they promptly dismounted. But the
only one to come out and greet them was the
proprietor of the store, across the way, who was
an under-sized, red-headed man with an eye to
business.
"Hello, boss!" Young Wild West called out, in
his cool and easy way. "I reckon everybody must
be at work around here."
"Putty much, I reckon," the storekeeper replied. "If yer want to buy anytfo:11.g in my line
you kin git waited on right away now. There
ain't no better time. Come in an' look over my
stock. Strangers is always welcome to Shooker.,.
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"All right, boss. I reckon we'll patronize you
a little. We do need a few things, was the
,re~ly, and then the young deadshot dismounted.
he feet of the boy had no sooner struck the
ground than Hop slid from the back of the piebald cayuse he was riding, and made a bee-line
or the door of the saloon. The Chinaman reached the saloon before Young Wild West teok notice of it, and then it was that he came face
to face with the men who had been going to kill
him but a short time before.
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'·I don't know as that's any of your business,
young feller," Larry retorted, making a great
effor1, to appear very bold.
"Well, I rather thmk it is my business. This
Chinaman happens to be in my employ. He came
in hern to buy a drink, and when he put the
money on the bar you stepped up and took it
and placed it in your pocket. Now, something
will happen to you."
There was no question but that the boy meant
exactly what he said, for there was a flash in
his eyes that told the man that his blood was
up. Larry looked at his companions, and then
quickly placed his hand in his pocket and drew
CHAPTER III.-The Villains "Take Water."
forth the identical gold coin he had stolen from
the bar.
.
Hop walked calmly to the bar, and nodding to
"Here's ther money," he said, as he tossed it
Dandy, said:
at the feet of our hero. "It· was only done in a
"Me likec havee lillee dlink. Hully uppee, so joke. I reckon yer needn't git mad about it,
ba"
young feller."
•
He put a five dollar gold-piece upon the bar as
"You pick up that coin and place it where
he spoke, and the sight of it was quite sufficient you took it from, you sneaking coyote," comto make the saloon-keeper attend to him.
manded the boy, as he turned the muzzle of his
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop observed, as he revolver upon the man.
calmly poured out a quantity of the liquor in the
There was no ' help for it, so the rascally Gold
glass that was pushed toward him.
Grabber stepped over and pieked up the coin.
"Yes," answered Dandy, rather gruffly.
Then he walked over and placed it upon the
It was just then that the man called Larry bar as near to the spot as he could judge from
stepped quickly to the bar and picked up the which it had been taken by him. Hop smiled
gold coin. He quickly placed it in his pocket, blandly at the man, and then placed a bottle
and then walked back and took a seat. Hop upon the bar.
looked at him and smiled.
"Me likee havee my change, so, be," he said to
"You velly muchee Gold Glabber, so be," he the proprietor.
observed. "But me likee havee my change. Me
"All right," was the reply: "I reckon I'll give
no fool Chinee."
it to yer now. But I couldn't give yer no change
when I didn't have ther money, could I?"
Dandy frowned at the Chinaman.
"Lat allee light."
"Come, yer had better pay for your drink,"
Dandy soon gave him the requ1red change and
he said, just as though he had not seen the
then placed the bottle upon the little shelf beaction of Larry.
'·Lat allee light," and then Hop put the cork hind the counter. The bottle Hop placed upon
back into the bottle and quietly slipped it under the bar was not the one he had taken after behis coat. "Me takee um bottle of tanglefoot, so ing refused his change. What it contained was
nothing more than water. Hop had a way of
be, if you no givee me my change."
He started for the door in a hurry, and just performing this trick now and then so he usually
as he was passing out Dandy ran after him and went prepared to do it. Meanwhile Wild stood
facing the dozen villains that were gathered in
seized him by the collar.
"Hold on, heathen!" he cried, savagely. "I the place.
"Well," said ou1· hero, in his cool and easy
reckon yer ain't goin' ter rob me right afore my
way, "are you satisfied, you sneaking coyote?"
eyes."
The question was addressed to Larry, who
Dandy made an effort to drag him back into
,..._ <;aloon1 but just then Hop let out a yell. Of promptly walked over and took a seat close to
~rse, Wild and his partners heard it, and see- Jack Shooker, not deigning to make a re,Ply.
"You're a fine organization, I must say," the
ing that the Chinaman was struggling in the
grip of the saloon-keeper, our hero made a bee- boy declared, a smile showing upon his lips.
line for the plac~, revolver in hand. The Gold "Why, the way you were talking in the glen
Grabbers turned pale when they saw the boy led me to believe that you were certainly a
coming. Dandy instantly released his grip upon dangerous lot. Gold Grabbers, eh? Well, I
reckon you'll get all the gold P'rabbing you want
the Chinaman, and darted behind the little bar.
"What's the matter, Hop?" asked our hero, as if you just go ahead with the plan&_ you have
laid out. I didn't intend to stop in this camp
the Chinaman led the way into the place.
"Um bad Melican man allee samee takee my very long, but since l have found that there is
money, Misler Wild," was the reply, and he an organized band of villains here who intend. to
rob every man who stakes out a claim, I reckon
quickly pointed out Lany.
I'll have to take a hand in the game."
"Is that so? How did it happen'!"
Jack Shooker must have thought that it wa~
Hop quickly explained just how the thing had
occurred. Then he showed the bottle of whisky about tim he :;:aid something, for he now cleared
he had taken when he found he was to get no his throat and exclaimed:
"You're talkin' putty big for a boy, Youn~
change.
"What kind of a game are you people trying Wild ,vest. You see, I happen to know who yer
to run, an~way?" Wild asked, as he shot an are:·
-"Oh, yes:, you know who I am, for I told you
angry glance a~ the villains.
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not 'ilery long ago, when you were about to kill
the Chinaman," was the cool reply.
"Well, never mind about that. I want you to
understand that I am Jack Shooker, and that I
was ther first one that found out that there
was gold in these· pa1·ts. Ther minin' camp is
named for me, an' that means that I've got considerable power in these diggin's. I don't want
no trouble with you, or anyone else; but you
kin make up your mind that I ain't goin' ter be
bulldozed by any boy like you. If you feel like
startin' in to clean us out with your gun, why,
jest go ahead."
"Well, I do feel something like that, but · I
reckon I won't do it. I never like to have the
blood of a felklw-being on my hands, unless there
is no help for it. But since you are so bold, and
acknowledge yourself to be. the leader of this
gang, suppose we step outside and have it out?
You go out of the back door and I will go out
of the front. We will shoot the minute we see
each other. How does that strike you, Jack
Shooker?"
It was evident that the leader of the Gold
Grabbers did not expect tQ hear anything like
this, for his face turned deathly pale. He looked
· at Larry as though he expected him to make a
suggestion. But that individual was staring at
the floor just then.
"We don't want ter do no fightin', Young Wild
West," spoke up the proprietor of the saloon,
shaking his head. "You jest let us alone, an'
I'll guaranteee that we'll let you alone. What's
our business ain't yours, an' what's your business ain't ours. We've always managed to git
along putty peaceful like in this camp, an' we
don't want no one to come here an' start up a
shootin' match."
"All right. If that's the way you want it I
am sure I am perfectly satisfied. It may be that
you fellow can behave yourselves, after all. But
I rather doubt it."
The young deadshot now started for the door,
but before he could reach it, Cheyenne Charlie
called out:
"Say, Wild, you ain't going out of here that
way, are yer?"
"Well, L reckon there is no use of bothering
with the scoundrels any more just now, Charlie,"
was the cool reply.
Wild now went on out, followed by Charlie and
Jim, leaving Hop in the place. At any other
time our hero might have called him to come
with them, but he did not intend to go very
far, so he thought he would see how the Chinaman would be used by the villains who called
themselves the Gold Grabbers. The three walked
over to the store and found the girls and dismounted.
"I reckon we'll buy the things we need right
away," said Wild, as he entered the store. "Wing,
come in here and let's see what we need."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the cook replied,
and he quickly entered the store.
He was not long in giving a list of Vllitat was
needed to replenish their food supply, and the
order was promptly given to the storekeeper.
Then Wild looked at the latter and said:
"I suppose there will be no objections to our
camping around he1·e somewhere, will there?"

"Certainly not," was the reply. "Go ahead and
pick out any place yer want ter."
It did not take more than ten minutes for the
.articles purchased to be put up by the store-t
keeper, and then Jim helped the cook carry them
out. Wild thought it was time that Hop left
the saloon now, so he called out for him to co
a1td assist in the wo1·k of unloading the packhorses and putting up the tents. He had already selected a place to camp. It was not more
than a hundred yards distant from the store and
saloon, and as they always did when the chance
afforded, t~ey chose a spot near a running
stream.
"I reckon that will be all right," said Wild, as
he pointed out the place. "Come on."
Hop now came out of the saloon, grinning
broadly, which told plainly that the villains had
not interfered with him very much. He soon
took charge of the pack-horse he had been leading, and a few minutes later was busy assisting
his brother and making the necessary preparations for camping.

CHAPTER IV.-Wild and A1·ietta Shoot Some
Game.
Hop and Wing worked with a system, and it
was not long before they had unloaded the packhorses and erected the two tents that were occupied as sleeping quarters by our friends. One
of the tents was a rather small affair, but amply
large enough to accommodate the girls. The
other was more than large enough for Wild and
his partners and the two Chinaman. The tents
were clean and white, and struck a contract with
those that some of the miners had put up not
far distant.
"There ought to be plenty of game around
here, Wild," said Arietta, as she took in their surroundings with a critical eye. "The bushes on
the side of the mountain are plentiful, and I have
no doubt that quail and partridges can be found
close by in abundance."
"That's right, Et; a little later in the afternoon
we will go out and see what we can find," Wild
answered. "But just now it is altogether too
warm to think about moving around much when
you don't have to."
They spent their time in cleaning and oiling
their rifles and mending the bridles and saddles
that were in need •of it, and in this way half the
afternoon passed. Though the gang called the
Gold Grabbers had not come out of the saloon,
they could hear sounds that told plainly they
were having a good time inside. Just as Wild
and Arietta were thinking of startin~ out with
their rifles to try and shoot something in the
line of game, the rumble of wheels came to their
ears.
"Some kind of a wagon is coming, I reckon,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Sounds like a
stage-coach."
"Well, I suppose there is nothing strange if
one should come," our hero answered. "We saw
the wagon ruts along the trail, which shows
plainly that it is not a new thing for a stagecoach to come here."
In a very few minutes an old-fashioned stage-
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coach that was almost devoid of paint, and purchased the canvas they needed to make a
drawn by six mules, put in an appearance.

here were as many as five passengers sitting
on the top, while from the windows on either
"de others were leaning. Baggage was piled
p, too, which showed that the outfit had brought
a pretty good load to the camp.
"Quite a few new arrivals, I reckon," said,
eur hero. "Suppose we walk over to the store
and see how they look."
The suggestion struck the rest as being about
the right thing to do, so they at once left the
eamp in the charge of the two Chinamen, and
walked over to the store just as the stage-coach
pulled up before it. The passengers proved to
be all men, most of them having the appearance
of being old-timers at mining ar.d prospecting.
At length one of them, who was dressed with far
more neatness than any of the rest, approached
our friends, and tipping his hat for the benefit
of the girls, said:
"Excuse me, but could you tell me where I
might find a place to put up at. I see there is
no hotel here."
"As we are strangers here ourselves, I reckon
we can't give you much information, stranger,"
Wild answered, quickly. "But if I were you,
I would camp somewhere. What you have not
got with you in the way of an outfit might be
bought right here at the store. You can see
that there are not many shanties here, so if
some of you were to get together and buy some
canvas for a tent you ought to be able to make
out all right. You came here to prospect for
gold, I suppose."
"Yes, that's what I came here for, and from
what ::: ~ave heard the others say they are here
for the same _;:,l'uose. Some of them are old
miners, you know: :.1:,cn obli~ed to you for
the suggestion you have ma.!.-::. '
"!::'....,'t mention it. We are campeu !>ack here
ourseives. While we did not come here to hunt
for gold dust, we may stay ~wo or three days.
There are plenty of places you might se~ect for
a camping spot along the creek. There 1s nothing like being handy to the water, you know."
The rest of the passengers were listening to
the conversation, and they seemed to think what
Wild said was about the right thing. But it
seemed that they were not inclined to bunk in
together, so to speak. Those who looked like
veteran miners seem~d to cling together, while
t)Je others, four in number, qcted as though they
belonged to the same party. The former lot
now turned and headed for the saloon. Then
the man who had addressed our friends turned to
them and said:
"If you have no objections we will camp near
JOU,"
"None whatever," the boy assured him.
"Come on, then," he said to his three companions, and they at once started from the spot.
It was not long before the four men, who were
:really tenderfoots, selected a spot about fifty
,ards distant from the camp of our friends.
They had been thoughtful enough to bring cooking utensils with them, and several blankets, so
they really did not need much to start in the
camping business. They held a consultation
r the spot had been selected, and the result
that two of them went to the store and

goad-sized tent. Some poles were cut, and before
sunset the tent was put up and the four tenderfoots were very cheerful at having erected quarters so easily. Meanwhile Wild and Arietta
had left the camp, taking their rifles with them.
They had to walk about a mile before they
struck anything that was worth shooting at.
Then it was that a flock of quail, numbering
perhaps thirty or forty, arose right before them.
"Et, I reckon we should hafe brought a shotgun," said Wild. "We can't shoot more than
one at a time with our rifles."
Then, a1I the birds were flying over an open
spot, he fired and brought one down. Arietta
quickly did the same.
"I suppose we must try and get one apiece,
Wild," she said, as she ran over and picked up
the f~llen quail.
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "The next time
we flush the birds we. will be ready for them,
and if we don't drop two or thre<! apiece it will
be because we are very poor shots, I reckon."
But they soon found that that sort of game
was plentiful, indeed, and when about a dozen
shots had been fired they had ten birds to their
credit.
Wild did not miss one, but Arietta had been
less fortunate in two of the shots she made.
Of course they were getting further away from
the camp all the time, but that was to be expected,
since the startled birds kept on flying away from
them as they proceeded.
It was not long before they found themselves
at the edge of a steep precipice, where the vines
and shrubbery were so thicl;c that it was almost
impossible to make their way any further.
"Well, I reckon we'll have to turn ba~k, or eh,-e
strike off to the left, Et., said Wild, as he•gathered up the bunch of birds. "Come on. Maybe
we will be able to strike something a little
larger."
They had not walked more than a hundred
yards to the left when they saw a swarm of bees
around a dead tree.
"Hold on, Et," said the young deadshot, quickly. "I reckon there's something going on here.
Those bees seem to be very angry about something. The chances are that a bear is after the
honey that must be in that hollow tree. If it
happens to be a young one it will come in handy
for meat, you know, so we will do our best to give
him an agreeable surprise."
The boy now led the way around, taking care
not to get too close to the bees, fo1· he did not
want to get stung by them.
They soon reached an open spot, and then it
was that Wild found that his supposition was
correct.
Pawing at a hole in the trunk of the tree was a
bear standing e1·ect.
The bees were swarming about him so thickly
that it seemed like a cloud of smoke, almost.
But with one of his paws he kept them away
from his eyes, while he worked diligently with the
other, dipping out the honey and licking it off his
paws as he did so.
It did not take Wild but a few seconds to see
that the animal was a young one, less than a year
old.
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"Wait a minute, Et," he said, as he looked
around for a stone to throw at the bear. "We will
give him a little show for his life. I don't Hke
to even shoot a bear in the back, you know."
He soon found the stone he wanted, and then,
taking good aim, threwit and hit the animal on
the back.
Bruin stopped instantly in his proceedings of
licking the honey from his paws.
He turned, and •seeing the boy and girl, immediately dropped upon his fours.
Then the beast gave an angry growl, showing
well that it did not like to be interrupted in its
meal of honey.
"Let him have a shot, Et. Put the bullet right
in his left eye, and I reckon you'll settle him,"
s,. id our hero.
Arietta's Winchester was already at her shoulder.
The girl took a deliberate aim and pressed the
trigge1·.
Crang! •
As the 1·eport sounded the bear arose upon its
haunches, and pawing the air wildly for the space
of a few seconds, leaped forwa1·d and started to
get away.
But it was only about twenty feet that the animal covered before it rolled over and gave a few
spasmodic kicks.
"You fetched him, Et," said the young deadshot, nodding his head approvingly. "You put
ow, then, I
the bullet right into the brain.
reckin we will have to wait until the bees quiet
down a little before we can do anything further."
"That's right, Wild," his sweetheart answered,
smiling with no little pride, fo1· she liked to be
comp! imented.
It was fully fifteen minutes that they had to
wait before the bees left the dead bear.
Then our hero walked slowly forward, and
catching the animal by the hind legs, started to
d1·ag it farther away from the tree.
As it weighed fully two hundred pounds, it was
no easy task that he had, but he soon got the
carcass going down hill and then it was not long
before he had it just where he wanted it.
"Now, then, Et," said he, "I reckon I'll take the
trouble of removing the skin. We can take it back
to the camp, and make it a present to the four
tenderfoots who are camped near us. It might
come in hand~ for them, since they no doubt intend to remain here. A bearskin when cured will
make a pretty good bed to-lie upon."
"I will help you, Wild," Arietta answered, for
she was quite well experienced in such things, she
having been born and reared in Wyoming; where
it was sometimes necessary to shoot big game in
order to find food.
The hunting knives of the two were soon busy
at work, and it was not long before the skin was
Temoved.
Then Wild removed the entrails from the carcass, and cut off the best of the meat.
With the aid of a piece of 1·ope he had with
him he tied the two together.
Then the pelt was rolled up and a rope tied
about it, so Arietta might be able to carry it.
"There," said the boy, nodding his head. "I
reckon we can manage to get back with what we

ha'le got, Et. If you can manage to get along
with the pelt and the string of quail, I will carry
the hams and other meat all right."
"Let me take the . birds, too, Wild," the girl
suggested.
"Never mind. I 1·eckon I can get along with
them."
• Slinging the bear-meat over his shoulder, the
young deadshot allowed it to hang there, while he
kept his rifle in his right hand.
They were just about half way there when a
rifle shot shounded and Wild's hat was whisked
from his head.
CHAPTER V.-One of the Gold Grabbers Drops
Out.

The five strangers who entered Dandy's saloon
after leaving the stage-coach were warmly welcomed by Jack Shooker and his companio,,s. The
Gold Grabbers were delighted to see the newcon crs, for they no doub t were thinking of the
benefit ·they we1·e to derive from it.
"Where did there rest of ther crowd go?"
ShookE:r asked. "I wa,s lookin' <,ut of ther door
wben ther outfit pulled up acros; ther street, an'
I counted· nine of yer, all told."
"Oh, them four fellers ain't nothin' more than
tenderfoots," one of the men answered. "We
didn't want ter mix up too much with 'em, 'cause
we'd have ter be all ther time showin' 'em what
to do. They've come out here to try to st ri.kP.
it rich without knowin' nothin' about ther ways
of ther country. Me an' my pards here is old
hands at ther game. We've all made fortunes
an' lost 'em, yer know. I s'pose ther tenderfoots
took ther advice of the1· young feller in ther
fancy huntin' suit when he told 'em it woul
be a good idea for 'em to camp out somewhere,
since there wasn't no accommodations to be ha
here. But we ain't goin' ter be in no hurry;
about doin' that. It's quite a little time afore
it gits dark yet."
"That's right," and Shooker gave a nod. "
reckon yer needn't be worryin' about where
you're goin' ter stay to-night. We've all go
shanties, an' they ain't more than two or thre~
as occupies 'em, either. We kin fix yer up al
right. To-morrow mornin' we'll help yer locat
your claims. My name is Jack Shooker, an' the
c~p is · named Shooker, after me. You'll se
by that that I oughter know somethin' abou
these here diggin's."
"Is that so?" and the spokeman of the fiv
looked surprised and pleased as well. "WeU,
my name are Ganzey. I come from Boulderj
Colorado. Out there I was always known a
bein' a man of my word, but dangerous when l
got riled. I'm a peaceful galoot, though, so
reckon I ain't ther one as will make any troubl
for anybody."
"That's right," spoke up one of the five. Ganz~
is one of ther best men what ever lived. He'
made mo1·e money at gold minin' than any ten
ordinary men as ever tried it. But he's alway
spent it, an' that's why he's lookin' for a ne
:,
place to locate."
"That's right," nodded Ganzey. "An' I'm al
ways lucky, too. You kin bet that I'll strik
it rich afore I've been here twenty-four hour

1
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If I don't it will be because there ain't nothin' utmost caution, even though they knew they
worth lookin' for in these diggin's."
were not so very close to the two. Larry prided
"Well you'll strike it rich, then," Shooker as- himself on being a pretty good shot with a rifle,
sured him. "Anybody as is willin' to plug along but he decided that they must get a little closer,
for it kin make a fortune in no time. Come on .so as to make sure when he fired.
an' have another drink."
He waited until what he thought was the
In this way they all got better acquainted, right time, and then he placed his rifle to his
and the newcomers were soon of the opinion that shoulder, and taking what he thought was a
they had struck a very good crowd of men, very careful aim, pulled the trigger. When
indeed. But they were yet tQ. learn differently. he saw the hat fly from our hero's head the
The man called Larry went outside to see what villain knew right away that he had shot two
had become of the rest of the passengers the or three inches too high. But he did not wait
stage-coach had brought over. He was not for anything further. Pulling back his rifle he
long in finding that they had pitched a camp near · hurriedly crept away from the wiot, while Dexthat of Young Wild West and his friends. While ter followed him, his face very pale, for he
he was watching them at work he saw our knew his companion had missed. In their hurry
hero and his sweetheart start off with their to get away the two men started across an open
rifles. As he saw the two disappear among the space for a pile of rocks that lay a hundred
"shrubbery a short distance from the camp Larry feet or more distant. Larry, who was in the
was struck with an idea.
lead, reached the rocks and got behind them,
"Ther chances is that ther boy an' gal has and Dexter had almost got there when the sharp
gone out to shoot somethin," he m\Jttered. "May- report of a Winchester rarig out, and he threw
be it would be a good chance for us to git square up his hands and rolled over. Larry turned
with Young Wild West now. I'll go an' speak and saw his co¥1panion lying upon his liack, the
to Jack about it."
blood oozing from under his shoulder blade.
He went back to the saloon, and calling ShookHe knew it was all up with him, and now,
er outside, said, in a whisper:
thoroughly frightened, he ran for his li:(e. He
"Young Wild West an' ther yaller-haired gal did not stop until he was so much out of breath
has gone off up ther- hill over there with their that he was compelled to. Then, as he rested
rifles. I reckon they must !Je ]oo~in' for some- behind a rock, perspiring freely, his heart beat-thin' to shoot at. I was thmkm' it wou~d be a ing wildly, he was expecting every minute to
mighty good idea for some o~ us t~ stnke out feel the sting of a bullet. But it did not come,
an' foller 'em. Maybe we might git a chance • and in two or three minutes he again started.
to plug ther boy with .a bullet."
.
At length he got around behind the shanty
"By thunder!". exclaim~ ~he leade! of ,the saloon, and then, nerving himself for anything
Gold Grabbers, his face hghtmg up.
That s a that might happen for he thought probably
brilliant idea of yours, Larry. I reckon ther Young Wild West bad started after him and
thing can be done. But we don't want that might be at the saloon to meet him when he
gal to see who done it, though. If, she did she got there, Ji'e walked around to the rear door and
would tell ther boy's partner~, an from wha; entered. The Gold Grabbers and· the five new
arrivals were making merry. Their voices were
we've seen of them they're mighty dangerous.
"Oh, of course we don't want ter let her see raised in song as the terrified member of the
who does ther job," the secretary r_etorted, shrug- band entered. His face was so pale that Dandy
ging his shoulders. "Ther shootm' has got to looked at him in amazement as he tremblingly
be done from behind the! rocks or bushes. l'.11 stepped to the bar.
take ther chan~es of firm ti:er ~?iot that will
"What ther dickens is ther matter?" the sadrop Young Wild West, all right.
loonkeeper asked in a low tone of voice "You
"Good enough! I don't s)ose it'll need more look as though 'you have seen a ghost; Larry.
than two of yer~ so yo~ km have ~ny one of Where have yer been, anyhow?"
ther men yer want an go out ~an try your
"Give me a little fluid lightnin'-hurry up!"
~~ "
h
I
•
•
"All right, Jack. I reckon I'll take :Oexter came t e rep _Ywith me. He'll go, I'm sartiti of it."
As the whisky coursed t~rough ;ins vems .h~
D te was one of the sort of men who has became more steady, and with a sigh of relief
say but who was always ready to do he placed the empty glass upon the bar.
about anything that is suggested. Larry knew
"No;~• ~hen, tell me what's ther matter,
this and hence it was he selected him to accom- Larry, said the saloonkeeper.
.
. .
pany him. He was not long in telling him
"M~, an' Dexter w:nt ,~ut to kill Young Wild
I happened to sef ,ther
what was up, and Dexter, being pretty well under West, , was the repl~.
the influence of liquor, and ready for about any- bo7 an ~ne _of ther gals of his party go.1; off
thing, promptly assented. A few minutes later with their rifles ~o shoot gam~. I come. an told
the two left the saloon, going out of the b3:ck Jack about _it, an then I sugfested t~at. it would
way. They made their way around the shanties be a_ good idea _to ,go 01;1t a1; try an git a ~hot
80 it would be impossible for anyone from Young at hi!l1. He,,sa1d all right, so I got Dexter to
?"
.
Wild West's camp to see them, and were soon go with me.
hidden from view among the trees and bushes.
"Yes, an' what then. qu_er1ed1 D3:ndy.
It was just then that they heard shooting, and
"Well, _I got a s~ot at ,him a.l right, but I
they promptly started in the direction it came fired. a httle too high an only took ther hat
from. Sve,ral shots were fired as they made their off his head. Then we both z:an, 'cause we knowway along, and they knew pretty well that ed we would stand no show if he once ~appened
Young Wild West and his sweetheart were bang- to git a bead on us. Jest as I got behmd some
tng away at quail. They proceeded with the rocks a little ways from where we was when I
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fired ther shot, I heard ther bang of a 1·ifle.
I looked around, an' there lay Dexter on ther
ground, ther blood running' right out of his
heart. Poor Dexter sartinly got his medicine,
There was twelve of us a little while ago, Dandy,
but now there ain't but elven of ther Gold Grabbers."
"By thunder!" Dandy exclaimed, shaking his
head and looking uneasy. "This is what I call
mighty bad business, Larry."
Just then Jack Shooker arose and approached
the bar in a rather unsteady way, for he was
certainly much the worse for liquor.
"Where's Dexter?" he asked, as he looked at
the secretary.
"Dead!" was the reply.
"What!"
"That's a fact, Jack. I don't know jest who
ahot him, but it was either Young Wild West
or ther gal what was with him."
Then he quickly related all that had happened,
and a gloom came over the trio. It was not
long before the rest of the members of the
band were apprised of the fate of Dexter, and
how it had come about. This was easy to do,
since one told the other aside without letting
the new arrivals hear anything about it. But
of course they could see that something was
wrong, and finally the man called Ganzey said:
"What's ther matter with you fellers all at
once? It sorter strikes me that there's somethin' wrong."
"There is," retorted Shooker, his eyes flashing. '_'One of my /pards got shot a little while
ago."
"Is that so? Who done it?" and Garu:ey appeared to be much interested.
"A young galoot they call Young Wild West,"
was the reply. "We had a little argument with
hi~ this noon, an' now he's gone an' shot as
good a fellow· as ever lived. He said he was
goin' to git square with us. Ther row came
about a Chinaman we was goin' ter have some
fun with, too."
"Young Wild West done · it, eh?"
"Yes; that's what he says his name is."
"Well, I don't know nothin' about it, but I'll
bet every dollar I'll ever be worth that he didn't
shoot ther man for nothin'. I know Young Wild
West too well for that, though I ain't never
seen him. But tner folks up in Boulder is so
well acquainted with him, an' I've heard 'em
talk so much about ther boy, that I'm mighty
sartin he wouldn't do a thing wrong, not if it
was to save his life."
· "Well, yer can't always tell from what yer
hear," retorted Shooker, doggedly. "Didn't yer
know it was Young Wild West what was tellin'
yer when yer got. out of the stage-coach that
it would be a good idea for yer to i.amp somewhere?"
"Why, no," and Ganzey looked surprised.
"That was him all right. Ther four tenderfoots went with hint an' his friends."
"Well, I'll be blowed! So that was Young
Wild West, eh? Well, I might have knowed it,
come to thing of it. He did look jest about like
what I've heard them as has seen him say he
does."
"Well," and the leader of the Gold G1·abbers
shook hi.s head and pressed his teeth tightly to-

gether, "we ain't· goin' ter drag you strangers
into this game, but you kin bet your life that
if Young Wild West shot our man for nothin'
he's got to suffer for it. Here, Larry, jest tell
'em how it was."
"I'll do that, quick enough," the villain retorted, and that he proceeded to manufacture a
story that seemed quite plausible.
He told them that he and Dexter had taken
a walk out to try and shoot some quail ror
supper, but had suddenly come upon Young Wild
West and one of the girls who traveled with him,
and without the least cause the boy had shot his
companion.
"They might have thought we was after 'em,
on account of ther trouble we had this noon,"
he added, trying to make hill story appear m~e
plausible. "But we didn't git a chance to even
say anything afore ther shot was fired. I got
behind a rock an' fired a shot back, but I
missed, an' then I reckon I run as hard a s I
could until I got here."
"Well," and Ganzey shooked his head, "it might
be just as you say, but I can't believe that Young
Wild West would shoot a man for nothin'."
"Then you must think I'm a liar!" ex_claimed
Larry, placing his hand upon the butt of a revolver.
"Well, if yer want to take it that way ye_r kin,"
was the quick reply. "Now, then, if you have
got any sand in you, iest pull that gun."
It was quite evident that Ganzey was not to
be trifled with.
"Hold on!" sp9ke up Jack Shooker, who no
doubt thought it would be better to keep on good
terms with the newcomers. "Larry, you're altogether too fast. I reckon that man has g-,1t
a right ter his opinion. Let it go at that. We
don't want no row here. What's ther use of it?
We ain't ther sort of men what looks for trouble."
A grin showed on the face of Ganzey.
"Yeu talk as· though you've got some sense,
Shooker," he said, keeping his eye on Larry at
the same time. "I don't look for trouble, either;
but I'm always ready ter back my opinion. I
said I don't believe Young Wild West shot one
of your pals jest "fer nothin', an' I don't, either.
I may be wrong, but I'll bet I ain't."
"Set down, Larry," commanded the leader of
the gang. "Most likely Ganzey will find out
all about Young 1Wild West a little later, an'
then he'll understand. He don't know that ther
boy is always interferin' with them he comes
across, jest ter show how smart he is with his
hardware. He ain't never seen hirri, so it's no
more than right that he should believe. what
he's heard about him."
The Gold Grabbu sat down, and then Ganzey
did likewise. But it was evident that the bad·
feeling that had sprung up between the two
men was not going to die out very easy. Larry
was a gritty sort of man, and there was no question but that Ganzey was the same.
CHAPTER Vl.-Wild Makes Up His Mind to
Give the Gold Grabbers A Grill~ng.
Young Wild West was confident that the attempt upon his life had been made by one of
the Gold Grabbers.
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"Keep your eyes open, Et," he said, as the two

got behind the big rock. "I reckon we may have
a lively time of it before we are through. Shoot
the first man you see."
"Ali ri~ht, Wild,'' was the calm retort of his
Iden-haired sweetheart. "The villains are certainly bent on murdering you, and that means
that we must not let them do it."
The two kept a .strict watch, and it was not
more than a few seconds before Wild caught a
j!'limpse of the two villains, as they were makmg for the cover of some :rocks. His Winchester
d he fired at the last one,
flew to his shoulder,
who, as the reader knows, wasthe villain called
Dexter.
"There goes· one of them, Et," the boy said.
"I reckon there are only two of them here, and
when they found I was not hit they took to their
heels in a hurry. Well, since they have started
up their game for fair I will make it a point
to start in to grill them. What the Gold Grabbers need is a thorough grilling, and you can
bet that I will see to it t,hat it is done. Before
I get through with them they will wish they
had never organized a band for the purpose of
robbing those who stake out claims here."
"That's right, Wild," Arietta answe1·ed. "Do
you think there was no more than two of them?"
"I am quite certain of it, Et.. They were so
frightened that they could not get away fast
enough. But you wait here. I will follow that
other fellow up a little ways and see where he
goes to."
The girl gave a nod, and then the young deadshot crept away from the spot and worked his
way to the top of an elevation near at hand.
He was not long in catching sight of Larry,
who was running hard. The distance was not
so great but that Wild could have brought him
down if he so desired, but he did not want to do
that just then. One of them had been shot, so
the other would be left to tell the tale to the
rest. He had made up his mind to put them
through a course of sprouts, so to speak. That
was what he meant when he said they needed a
grilling. Of course, it might become necessary
to shoot some of them before the thing was over,
but the boy did not mean to do that unless it could
not be otherwise. Well satisfied that there was
no more of the villains around, he made his
way back to where his sweetheart was awaiting
him.
'"Now, then, Et," said he, "I reckon we will
make another start for the camp."
They picked up the gane they had shot, and
were soon maki1ig their way back to the camp.
They got there without meeting anyone, and
Wild told them how near he had come to being
shot by one of the Gold Grabbers.
"Ther measly coyote!" exclaimed the scout, his
eyes flashing. "But yer got him, though, didn't
r?"
"Well, I got one of them, Charlie," was the
reply, "but I don't know whether he was the one
who tired the shot or not. But it makes no
difference. The other fellow has no doubt joined the rest of the gang before this, and he will
t.el1 them how dangerous it is to fool with me.
told Et that I was going to give the Gold
bers a grilling, and you can bet your life
do it, with you,; help, of course. We will
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make it so hot f~r the scoundrels before we get
through with them that they will wish they had
never seen such a place as Shooker."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout gave a
nod of approval. "When are yer goin' ter start
in?"
"Well, we need not be in any particular hurry
about it. We will wait a while, and see what
turns up. To-morrow morning we will help the
four tenderfoots locate claims and start them at
work. Then maybe Jack Shooker and his gang
will start to interfere with them. Of course,
enough has happened to make us go right at
them; but I would rather give them a chance
to go their limit before we start the grilling."
"Well, you know best, Wild."
Our hero decided to remain at the camp until
after the supper had been cooked. and eaten.
Then he would go over to the saloon with his
partners, so they might be able to get acquainted
with the miners they had not yet come in contact
with. The two Chinamen were at work plucking and cleaning the quail, which were to be
broiled for supper. It was now so near the ervl
of the afternoon that by the time Wing could
prepare the meal they would be ready for it.
Our friends could see the saloon quite plainly
from where they were located, but they failed to
see any of the villanous gang leave it. Wild
went over and had a talk with the four tenderfoots, · who were now takipg it easy in their
little camp. As they had shot more quail than
they would need, he called out to Hop to bring
four of them over, and to also fetch a bear skin.
The men were agreeably surprised, and thanked
·
him warmly for the gifts.
"We will have quail on toast for supper," said
one of them, laughingly. "I guess that will go
good, boys."
"You bet," came the reply from his companions.
"Now, then," said Wild, "I want to tell you
fellows something. There is a gang in the camp
who have decided to make every newcomer give
half the gold dust he takes from his claim to
them. The leader of this gang is a scoundrel
named Jack Shooker, and it is from him that
the place derives its name. What I want yott
fellows to do is to stake out claims the first
thing in the morning. I want you to get right
at work, too. There are lots of places in this
section, and it won't be very Jong before you
ought to take out some dust. I will start out
with ·you as soon as you get your breakfast in
the morning, and help you to locate. What' I
want to do is to get the Gold Grabbers, a~ they
call themselves, to show their hand. I want them
to come up and interfere with you-to ten you
what you have got to do, in other words. Then
I am going to start and put them on the grill.
One of them shot at me from behind the rocks
while I was out hunting a littl ,vhile ago. You
can see where his bullet went."
The boy took out his hat and showed the
hole through the crown.
"Gracious I" exclaimed one of the tenderfoots,
opening wide his eyes. "That was what I call a
narrow escape. Are there really such villains
here as that?"
"Well, there was just a round dozen of them,
but there are,only eleven of them nm.v. I drop-
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i,ed one of ±hem as they were running away.

'rhere were two who sneaked up for the chance
to get a shot at me, but when they missed they
turned and fled. I got one of them before he.
got out of sight, however."
The four men looked at the boy in amazement,
but this quickly turned to admiration. Wild
thought he had better tell them all about the
organized gang of villains, so he did so.
"I suppose the miners who came over in the
stage-coach with us will be treated the same
way by the Gold Grabbers," remarked one.
"Quite likely, unless they should happen to
be of the same sort as the villains are," Wild
answered.
"Oh, I hardly think there is anything wrong
ab.ut them," one of the tenderfoots declared,
shaking his head. "They are no doubt honest
men. But they seem to regard us as t~:nderfoots, as you call it, and that made t!:en\ ignore
us a little. They are all men of experience, from
wkat we heard them say. They have all made
and lost fortunes in the gold fields."
"Well, they have been over in the saloon with
the Gold Grabbers quite some time now," and
our hero shook his head. "The chances are they
have become on very friendly terms with them,
not knowing what sort of men they were. But
they will find out before to-morrow is over, if
they start in to stake out claims."
"They will do that, sure enough, for we heard
them say that they were going to get right down
to !business. Some of them are nearly broke,
you know."
"Well, you fellows get up a little early tomorrow morning, and I will make it my business to try and find claims for you that you will
get something out of. This region seems to be
full of spots where the dust can be found on the
surface, though I don't think many fortunes
will be made here for some time to come. Surface mining doesn't last you know."
"Thank you for your offer. We will certainly
be ready for you when you come along, Young
Wild West."
Wild talked a little longer with them, and
then went back to the camp just in time to get
his supper with the rest.
"These quail is mighty fine," said Cheyenne
Charlie, as he started on one of the birds. "But
I would rather have a nice, juicy chunk of bear
meant. But that will come in handy for breakfast, 'cause it will be cooled off by that time,
an' with no animal heat left in it. I've got ther
meat hangin' over there where it will be all
right."
He pointed to a tree close at hand as he spoke.
Wild gave a nod without bothering to look in
the direction, since he knew the scout under11tood his business in that line thoroughly. After
the supper was over our hero proposed that they
·
take a walk.
"I reckon the girls will be perfectly safe here,
with the four campers so near by," he said.
"I hardly think the Gold Grabbers will interfere
with them, anyhow. We will take a walk around
and look the place over, and then we will stop
at the saloon. By that time the miners will
have eaten their suppers, and we can get ac11uainted with some of them."
Jim was satisfied to go with Wild and Charlie,

though he usually was the one to remain at th
camp when it was necessary for someone t_.
stay with the girls. The three soon started ou
and made a circle at the outskirts of the camp,
Finally they stopped in front of Dandy's 1,aloon
just as the lamps were being lighted. Nearly
every man living at Shooker vyas there, either in•
side or out. As the three came up and halted before the door a miner suddenly took off his ha
and called out:
"Three cheers for ·1oung Wild West,
Champion Deadshot, boys.! "
Then a dozen throats b.oke forth into a
cheer.
"That's all right, boys," said our hero, in hi
cool and easy way. "I reckon I have done
nothing to be cheered for, unless it is because
I shot a sneaking coyote this afternoon."
"I heard about that, Young Wi1d West," caJJ.
ed out a voice, and then Ganzey, one of the fiva
miners who had come over in the stage-coach,
came running out with outstretched hand. "Put
her there! Yer don't know me, but I'm from
Boulder, an' there's lots of folks there who knows
you. I heard all about yer from them. My
name is Ganzey. Put her there."
Wild took the hand and gave it a heart
shake.
"So 7,ou heard about my shooting a fello
to-day? ' the young deadshot asked.
"Yes, an' I was willin' to bet money that ye
didn't do it jest for nothin', either."
"Well, you're right on that, Mr. Ganzey.
never shot anyone just for nothing yet, and
never will. Hel'e, take a look at that."
Wild handed him his hat, pointing to th
hole that had been shot through it by Larry.
"I see," and the miner gave a nod. "Some
body shot at you, an' then you shot back; tbat'
it, ain't it?"
"Well, something like that. Someone fired
shot at me as I was starting away with a loa
of bear meat and a string of quail. Then
waited until I saw two fellows running away
I was in time to get one of them. His bod
lies :something like three-quarters of a mile fro
here, unless his friends have gone and taken i
away."
"Jest what I thought," and Ganzey looke
around as though in search of the secretary o
the Gold Gr~bbers.
But Larry was not to be seen. It was quit
evident that he did not feel like facing Youn
Wild West just then. The fact was that all th
Gold Grabbers had quietly left the saloon whe
they saw our hero and his PJrtners approach
ing. Ganzey now took it upon himself to in
troduce the young deadshot and his partners t
the crowd. But the man who proposed th
cheer declared that he had seen them all before
although he hardly believed thev would recog
nize him, since he had never spoken to the
He tried to introduce them at the same time
and the result was that they were doubly in
troduced, so to speak. Not a man in the crow
refused the chance to shake hands with them, an
as Wild looked them over carefully he quickl
came to the conclusion that there was hardly
man there who was not all right.
He had cautioned the four tenderfoots not t
say anythi~ about the organized band of vil
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lains. and he did not mean to say anything to
any of the rest. What the boy wanted to do
was to let the Gold Grabbers go ahead with
their game, and then start in his work of
grilling them, as he called it.
'·Come in an' have somethin', Young Wild
West," said Ganzey.
"Well, it is only a short time since I ate my
supper, but I will take a cigar with you, Mr.
Ganzey," was :the reply. "I never drink anything strong, but I sometimes smoke."
"I know yer don't drink tanglefoot, Wild,"
the miner retorted. "I heard about that in
Boulder, too. But it don't make no difference
what yer take; you're welcome to smoke, or drink
anyhing yer want, providin' they've got it here."
Our hero and his partners pushed their way
into the saloon, for it seemed that all the miners
wei-e anxious to get in without delay now. The
man Dandy had in his employ was in attendance, and since he was a pretty square fellow,
and not aware of the
ct that his boss was a
villain, he gave our frien s a hearty welcome.
"Young Wild West," . said he, "I heard yer
say yer wanted a cigar. Here's some that's
s'posed to be ther best that ever came from
Cuba."
"All right, my friend," Wild answered, as he
selected a cigar from the box. "It really makes
no difference what kind of a cigar it is, so
long as it will draw free, and don't make me
sick. But I reckon there are mighty few cigars
sold in these parts that come from Cuba."
"Well, they cost a lot of money, so I've heard
ther boss say," the bartender retorted.
"No doubt of that. Everything costs a lot ot
money out here, you know."
•
Jim took a cigar, and then Charlie thought he
would do the same, so the three lighted up
while Ganzey and his friends called out good
luck to them, and swallowed their drinks. It
was just then that Hop Wah entered the saloon.
H e was carrying a small parasol over his head,
-and was smiling blandly. The appearance of the
Chinaman was the signal for a burst of merriment, for he certainly made a comical appearance as he strutted to the center of the room and
. then began bowing right and left.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," he remarked.
"That's Young Wild West's clever Chinee, I'll
bet," cried Ganzey. "I've heard tell of him,
oys."
·
··Lat light," Hop answered quickly, smiling at
the miner.
"Me allee samee velly smartee
Chinee, so be. Me name Hop Wah; comee flom
China."
".Jest hurry up an' show us a little fun, Hop,"
Ganzey retorted. "I reckon everybody is in
ther humor for a little fun jest now."
"Allee light," came the quick reply. "Evelybcdy watchee."
.
'·Oh, we'll watch yer all right. Go ahead."
"That's right," spoke up another of the men.
"Jest show us somethin' worth seein',"
"Me showee."
And he certainly would, too.
CHAP TER VIL-Hop's :Mystifying Tricks.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, raising his hands,
• 6ince Mr, Ganzey has asked our clever Chinee
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to do something f unny, I hope you will all pay
strict attention, and not interfere with him. I
may as well tell you before he starts that he
is a pretty good sort of a magician. He can
perform tricks that are very mystifying, as well
as funny. Hop is really an exception to the
general run of Chinamen. He has his faulti
of. course, but he is just as $'Ood as gold. I
hope no one will attempt to do him any harm, for
he is all right."
''If Young Wild West says ther heathel) is
all right, you kin bet your life he is," shouted
the miner who had recognized our hero and his
partners. "Go ahead, heathen."
"Allee li~ht," Hop retorted, q11ickly. "Evelybody watchee."
The Chinaman had come there expressly for
the purpose of doing what he had been asked to
do. He now coolly lowered the little parasol and
then went through his time-honored performance
of swallowing it, and causing it to disappear
down his throat, apparently. This was quite
enough to make the tnen in the crowd open wide
their eyes, for few of them had seen anythingin that line in a long time, if ever.
"Thunder I" exclaimed one of the miners, looking at the Celestial in alarm. "Did you see tha\
boys?"
"I sartinly did," the man next to him answered, shaking his head. • "He jest swallowed
that parasol without no trouble. That beats
anything I ever seen."
But Hop had something better than that in
store for them. He picked up a chair and carried it to the center of the room. The crowd
gathered in a circle, those in the background
.standing on their tip-toes so they might see
what he did.
"Now len," said Hop, smilingly, "me likee
havee um bottle of whisky."
"Gimme a bottle of whisky- hurry up!" ex•
claimed the miner who knew our hero and his
friends.
The bartender promptly handed it over to him,
not receiving any money for it. It was ·a full
bottle, so af-ter looking it over Hop gave a nod
of satisfaction, and then placed it upon the
chair.
"Nowlen," said he, "me allee samee make um
tanglefoot in um bottle turnee to water. Evelybody watchee."
"Hold on," spoke up one of the men. "How
do we know that there's whisky in it now?"
"Lat light," and Hop gave a nod. "We havee
findee outee."
He produced a corkscrew and quickly drew
the cork. Then hE\ called for a glass, which
was promptly given to him. Selecting the man
who had spoken he poured the glass half full
of _the liquid that was in the bottle, and handed.
it to him to sample.
"That's tanglefoot all right," decla1·ed the
miner, smacking his lips.
Then he gave a taste of it to two or three of
the others, who all declared the same thing.
"You puttee um cork in um bottle, len-," Hop
observed.
This was quickly done, and then it was placed
upon the chair again. Then Hop quickly dre~
forth his big silk handkerchief, and carefully
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placed it over the bottle, so it was completely
hidden from view.
"Now len, when me allee samee countee thl ee
Evelybody
um tanglefoot turnee to water.
watchee."
He made a few rnysteriouh passes over the
handkerchief, and then clapped his hands smartly together.
"One I" he exclaimed, looking at the ceiling in
a solemn way. "Two!"
There was a deep silence in the room no w.
"Thlee!"
As he spoke the last word Hop waved his
hand, and then turned his gaze upon the handkerchief that covered the bottle. He carefully
lifted it up, and there was the bottle, apparently
the identical one that had contained the whisky.
But of course it was not, for the clever Chinaman, when he placed the handkerchief upon the
chair had a bottle that was filled with W!\ter
concealed under it. When he was arranging
it the bottle of liquor was passed into a pocket
under his coat. His ability ~ do sleight-of-hand.
enable him to do this with the greatest of ease.
What made it look all the more to be the _ame
bottle was that the cork showed the hole hat
had been made in it with the corkscrew. But
there was nothing strange about this, since all
corks had to be drawn in that way.
"So yer say ther whisky has turned to water,
eh?" asked the man who had questioned what
the bpttle contained before the trick was performea.
"Lc.t light," answered Hop, smiling in his
bland way.
"All right; jest let's see that corkscrew,
heathen."
Hop quickly handed the article in question
over. Then the man was not long in drawing
the cork.
"Where's that glass?" be asked.
It was quickly handed to him. He poured
some of the contents of the bottle into the glass,
and then it was he let out a cry of amazerr.ent.
It was water, sure enough. But not until he
had tasted it was he thoroughly satisfied. Exclamations of surprise went up from all sides,
while Young Wild West and his partners simply
smiled.
"That heathen always looks out for himself
when he's playin' tricks with tanglefoot, don't
he, Wild?" whispered the scout.
"It seems that way, Charlie," was the reply.
"Why,sartin. Don't yer see what he's done
now? He's got ther bottle of whisky in his
pocket somewhere, an' he'll make ther bartender
believe that ther one he handed over was nothin'
but water. That heathen sartinly does beat all."
The bottle was passed around until every man
had handled it, some of them pouring the water
into glasses, so they might be thoroughly convinced. At last it was placed upon the bar, being now about half full. The bartender seemed
to be more surprised than anyone else, for he
was no doubt wondering what the boss would
stay when he found that one of his whisky bottles contained nothing more than water. But
when he came to think of it, he had heard Dandy
say that he found a bottle that afternoon that
had water in it instead of whisky. Then it occurred to him that possibly someone had been

tampering wit h the goods behind the bar. But
of course the reader understands how the other
bottle had been found to contain water. As no
one now present had been there at the time when
he exchanged the bottle of water for the one
that contamed whisky, no suspecion was thrown
against him now.
"It's a good t hing yer didn't git paid fo
that," observed the man who had called for the
bottle, a grin showing on his face. "I reckon
Dandy must be thinkin' t hat water is strong
enought for his customers, since he's fillin' up
his bottle with it."
The bartender shook his head. He was so
much puzzled bh.at he c<l\lld not understand it at
·
all.
"It must be some kind of a mistake," he declared, after a while. "I heard ther boss say
that one of ther bottles had water in it this
afternoon. Maybe somebody has been stealin'
ther whisky an ' fillin' up ther bottles with water."
" spoke up Hop, nod"Maybe lat light, so
ugh he thought that
ding his head, just as
was about the only way the matter could be
explained. "Nowi len, evelybody watchee. Me
showee um nicee illee tlick, so be."
What the clever Chinaman meant to do now
had been performed by him many times before,
but he was confidenet that no one but Young
Wild West and his partners had ever witnessed
it. He moved the chair over near an open window, the crowd following. But Hop took care
that no one got behind him now.
"Me wantee evelybody allee samee standee in
front of me," he declared. "Evelybody watchee,
too."
Then he calmly drew a small bundle from
under the loose-fitting coat he wore, and when
he had unrolled it a gauze gown was disclo!led.
Seating himself upon the chair he threw tha
gown about him, at the same time sprinkling a
handful of powder in a circle about the chair.
"Me allee samee sittee with urn back to you,
so be," he said, add1·essing the interested spectators. "When me say 'hip hi I' me makee velly
muchee sulplise. Evelybody watchee."
There was no need of him telling them so
often to watch him, for they were all so much
interested that they were bound to keep their
gaze riveted upon him. Hop now turned the
chair around and sat upon it, with the gown
thrown over his / shoulders, so that it concealed
the chair, as well as himself. But he did not
seem to be satisfied with this, so he pulled the
flimsy garment up over his head. Then he
quickly tied it to the back of the chair by means
of the strings that were there for the purpose.
This don~, he coolly lighted a cigar, and then
droppea the match to the floor. Then there was
a shiup fl.ash, followed by a dense smoke that
completely filled the room, and set the spectators
coughing and sneezing. · There was a rush for
the door, but Wild promptly called out:
"Hold on! Don't get excited, boys. The smoke
will soon disappear. That is all in the trick the
Chinaman is performing."
The words of the young deadshot had their
effect, and but few of the men left the building.
The smoke disappeared quickly, and then all
eyes were turned upon the chair. To all appearances the Chinaman was sitting there yet, just
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as he had been when t he smoke arose so suddenly.
"Hip hi!"
"Hello, heathen I" called out Ganzey.
"Comee here," came the voices. "Me feel allee
mee muchee bad, so be. Um smoke chokee.
me."
The miner pressed his way cautiously to the
chair. When he got there he found the flimsy
garment, but all traces of the Chinaman had
vanished.
"Great ginger, boys!" he exclaimed. "What
do you think of this? Ther heathen ain't here,
an' yet yer all heard him talkin' jest now."
Several of them came forward, and as the
smoke had now about enti1ely left the room,
they could all see that the chair was empty,
though the gown was :r;ight where it had been
when they last saw the Chinaman. But no one
seemed to want to take hold of it. There was
~omething so supernatural about it all that they
were actually afraid to do so. Meanwhile Hop
was outside the window, hiding so he could not
be seen in case anyone happened to look out. It
had been very easy for him to leave the chair
and get outside while the smoke was so thick
in the room.
Waiting until he thought the proper time had
arrived, he threw a handful of the same ki.nd of
powder in upon the floor, and then dropped his
lighted cigar upon it. There was a sharp ~ufl.',
and again the room was filled. Then the Chmarnan quickly climbed into the window and took
his position upon the chair again, exactly as before he · had left it. Though the smoke was
ve1·y thick, Hop was used to it, and he took care
not to inhale too much. of it. It quickly pas~d
over, however, and to all ·appearances everything
was the same as it had been before the trick had
been played. The miners did not come very close
to the chair this time, for there was something
awesome about it.
'·Hip hi!" suddenly came a voice from it. "Me
allee samee light now."
Then Hop arose to his feet, raising the flimsy
gow.n with him, f or he had quickly untied it from
the chair .
He coolly walked toward the bar, the crowd
.
making way for him.
"Lat velly nicee tlick, so be," he declared. "Now,
len, havee lille dlink of tanglefoot, evelybody."
Though they regarded him as being something more than human, the miners did not refuse the invitation to drink. They all came to
tne bar, though none of them seemed to want
to get too close to Hop. When everybody had
ken something Hop paid the bill, for he felt
at he coul'd afford t o spend a little money,
ce he was quite certain he would make conrable before t he night was over by playing
aw poker. It was not very long before the
·tement caused by Hop's smoke trick had
"ded, and then a card game started. The
· aman walked over t o the table and stood
tching the men as they began playing. The
me was draw poker, and when Hop saw that
ey were playing fo r real money, and not chips,
smiled and remarked :
-..Lat velly nicee gamee, so be. Makee plenty
ey." .
es, I reckon yer kin lose plenty, too, some-
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times," one of the players answered, with 'a grin.
"Lat light, but when me play dlaw pokee
me no Josee um money. Me allee samee velly
lucky."
"So you know how to play ther game, then?"
"Yes, me knowee how to play dla w pokee."
"See here, gentlemen," spoke up Wild just
then, "if you take my advice you will not let Hop
into the game. You have already seen what he
can do in the line of magk, so that ought t o make
you understand that you would stand no show
with him in a game of cards."
Hop looked around in an injured sort of way.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" he asked, shak•
in9. his head. "Me likee play dlaw pokee."
'Well, I reckon you had better not play wit h
these men here. You can't play a square game,
anyhow, so I don't want you to fleece anyone
out of his money. If it should happen that some
card sharps came along I wouldn't care, for then
it would be a case of dog eat dog."
"Maybe lere some card sharps here," and H op
looked around at the crowd in a questioning way.
But if there was . no one seemed ready to
admit it. Hop walked away, shaking his head
sadcy; Wild and his partners remained at the
salomi a little while longer, and then they started
back to the camp. They had not been ~one
very long when in came Dandy, the proprietor
of the place, f ollowed by the rest cif the Gold
Grabbers. The villains had been out after the
body of the man who had been shot, and they
had remained away long enough to give it a
decen burial. When he saw Young Wild West's
clever Chinee standing at the bar a scowl came
over the face of Jack Shooker, and he promptly
exclaimed :
·
"Well, heathen, what are yer lookin' at?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Shooker," Hop answered, coolly. "Me havee light to glin if me wantee
to. Me no bothee you , so be."
"Well, I reckon you had better not."
"If you go hurtee me you bettee lookee out
for Young Wild West, so be," Hop answered
boldly.
The villain scowled worse than ever, but it
wa.s evident that Hop's thrust struck home, for
he said nothing µioi-e. The Chinaman knew it
would be useless to try and get into a game of
poker, so he decided to try something else. After
waiting a little while he carelessly produced a
cent from one of his pockets, and then tossed
it into the air. As it came down the man called
Larry promptly placed his foot upon it.
"Lat allee light," said Hop, smiling blandly.
"We bettee you fivee dollee me tellee you whattee
up."
"What do yer mean?" the villain asked.
"Do yer mean that yer kin tell whether it's head
or tails?"
"Lat light. Me betee you fivee dollee lat um
heads up."
"Maybe yer seen it," and the Gold Gr abber
shook his head.
"Allee light. Me chuckee up some more, so
be. Len me no lookee, and you allee samee puttee your foot on um cent."
"I reckon I'll go yer, heathen."
The villain removed his f oot" from the cent, and
p,icking it up handed it to Hop.
"Now len, you allee samee leddyl"
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"Yes, I'm ready. Let her go."
"Puttee up you fivee dollee."
"All right, here she is," and Larry promptly
placed the money on the bar.
Hop quickly covered it, and then, with a smile •
that was "child-like and bland," stepped back a
little and flipped the cent to the ceiling. He
turned his head and looked another way as it
struck the floor, and Larry quickly placed his
heavy boot upon the penny.
"Now, then," the villain said. "What is it,
heathen?"
"Heads," was the quick reply.
"All right we'll see. If it's heads, you win;
if it's tails, I win."
He was about to pick up the cent, but ilop
stopped him.
"No toucheel" he exclaimed. "Lettee evely?'>dy see."
"Oh, all right. I s'rose yer think I'd try to
flim-flam yer, heathen.
Then they all looked and found that the cent
was head up.
"Me allee samee win," cried Hop, greefully,
and then he quickly picked up the cent ..
He was not long in reaching the bar •. " the
money, and when it was safely in his po·· -~t he
nodded to Larry and said:
"You V1,"1mtee tly some more, so be?"
"Y~s, let her ~o ag'in. I'll bet yer another
five that you cant do it this time."
"Allee light," and up went the cent to the
ceiling again.
Hop turned his head as before, and ,.me of
the villains placed his foot upon the coin as it
rolled to his feet.
"What is it this time, heathen?" Larry queried.
"Heads," came the reply.
"Maybe it is. Let's see, Gill."
The man called Gill removed his foot, and then
as they leaned over they found that the Chinaman had won again.
"You're mighty lucky, heathen," declared the
loser, shrugging his shoulders. "S'pose we make
a little bigger bet this time."
"Allee. light."
"I'll bet yer fifty dollars you can't tell what's
up this time. I'll throw up ther cent m_yself."
"Allee light," and Hop quickly placed the
money on the bar.
Larry covered it up, and as it came down he
quickly ran forward and stepped upon it.
"Now, then, what is it?" he asked.
"Heads!"
For the third time Hop gave the same answer.
An examination showed that he had won . again;--"Me velly muchee lucky, so be," he declared,
as he took the money.
Larry got ahead of him this time, and before
Hop could get the cent he had it in his hand.
Then it was that an exclamation of surprise came
from his lips.
"What's ther matter, Larry?" asked Jack
Shooter.
"Matter!" echoed the villain.
"\Vh7, it's
a double-headed cent ther galoot has been workin' on me."
"Goodee night, evelybody," called out the
Chinaman, with a mocking laugh, and then he
leaped to the door and disappeared outside.
He never stopped running until he reached

the camp, and then, when Wild questioned
closely, he related what had happened.
"Well, I reckon it's all right," the young dea
shot said, laughingly. "I don't suppose thereta
any harm in fleecing such fellows as they are..
But you had better be mighty careful how y
go near them again, Hop."
"Me be velly caleful, Misler Wild," decla
the Chinaman, shaking his head.
"All right. See to it that you do. I don
want you to leave the camp again without m
permission."
"Me undelstand," and then Hop
his place besides his brother, and
asleep.
•
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Is Ready to Begin the
Grilling.
The next morning the four tenderfoots were
up at daybreak. They were so anxious to have
Young Wild West go around the mining camp
and help them locate claims that it had been
easy for them to awaken. They started a fire
and proceeded to boil their coffee and cook their
breakfast. Before this was done they saw smoke
rising from the camp ..close at hand, and then
they knew .that Young Wild West and his
friends were astir. It was not long before Wild
came over and joined them.
"Well, I see your fellows are around early thia
morning," he observed, as he greeted them. "I'll
be ready.for you in about an hour."
"All right, Mr. West," one of the young men
answered. "I made up my mind that I was going to be awake when daylight came and I managed to do it. We haven't a very big supplJ<of cash, so we are anxious to get at work as
soon as possible. We hardly expected to strike
in for ourselves right at the start, but since
you havetold. us that you will help us locate
claims we are going to try it, and not look for
work anywhere else."
"That's the way to do it," was the reply. "f
hope · you will be able to find enough dust here
to make it pay you for c~ming."
Our hero went back to the camp, and it was
just about half an hour later when he came back
with Cheyenne Charlie. The tenderfoots were
ready, so they at once started out, taking pick/I
and shovels with them.
·
"I reckon you ought to have a pan or two,"
the scout said. "I'll run an' git a couple for
yer."
Our friends always carried suc4 things with
them, for sometimes they did a little prospecting;
when they thought it was worth the while. Early
as it was, they found some of the miners starting in at work, · and they greeted our frien
pleasantly as they came along.
"Goin' ter stake out claims, Young Wild
West?" one of them asked.
"No, not for ourselves," was the reply. "These
four men are a little green in these p&rts, and w
thought we would help them out a little. They
came out here to make their :fortunes, and thoug
I hardly think they will be successful here ·
Shooker, they may be able to strike enough du
to make it pay them."
"Well, I reckon they oughter do that. Ther~
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plenty of ,good ground around here. It don't
take long to pick up an ounce or two of dust
almost anywhere."
Wild led the way along, and soon came back
to the bank of a little brook. Right on the other
aide 'lf it there was a steep bank that ran on
upward for perhaps two or three hundred feet.
IJ'here was lots- of quartz rock showing from it,
and the boy was not long in deciding that there
had once been a water-course there. This ran
along fo1· nearly a quarter of a mile, as near
as he could judge from where he stood so he
decided that the four men might as well try it
there. When he told them so they were promptly
satisfied, so he ·and Charlie then paced off the
distance, and told them where to drive their
stakes. In about an hour from the time they
started out this was done, and then they got
ready to try the soil.
"It seems rather strange we did not do this
before we staked the place out," said one of
them, looking at Wild.
"Well, that is the way it is usually done, of
course, but it struck me that you · might find
g-old dust here, if you find it anywhere, because
I have an idea that there was once a stream of
water flowing down this hill."
"Well, suppose they was," another spoke up
"Has that got anything to do with it?"
"A whole lot,i. my friend. That means that if
there was any gold inside the bill up there it
might J1ave become washed gradually out, year
after year, until it mingled with the dirt. That
is what we call a placer, you know."
"Oh, yes. I have heard of placer claims."
"Well, that is what I figure this to be. You
can see that the water-course runs straight across
all four of the claims."
"Yes, I see."
"\Vell, now we will get to work."
Whether it was from Young Wild West's excellent judgment, or that it was mere luck cannot be exactly said; but, anyhow, it was not
long before several ounces of dust had been
found by the eager tenderfoots.
"Now, then," said Wild, when he was satisfied that they could all make out pretty well,
"I reckon we will leave you for a while.
I
were you I would keep right at work until n n.
Then you might shift your tent up here and tay
right where your work is."
" good idea," declared the young man who
ge~ally acted as spokesman. "We thank you
ff· much, Young Wild West."
" on't mention it. It is not necessary to
thank me for anything I have done.
I take
ure in helping those deserving of it all I
. But say! if any of those villains happen
come along and demand that you give them
of what you find here, you can protest
· st it; but if they insist to strongly, why,
it to them. Then you come lfnd tell me."
They all agreed to this, and then Wild and
arlie left the spot. Our hero knew very well
at the villains would not come a"round there
hile they remained.
"Now, then," said he, as the two got back to
camp, "I reckon we'll take our horses and
ke out that we are going to ride away from
camp somewhere. But we won't go so very
llefore we turn and come back to the top of

t
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the hill there, so we can watch what takes place
below."
"That's it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "I
reckon Jim and ther gals will be all right here."
"Oh, yes," spoke up Dart. "We will take care
of ourselves should any of the villains come here
to bother us."
The two were not long, in saddling their horses,
and then they rode off to the right. They knew
very well that if any of the Gold Grabbers were
watching them they would take notice of what
they were doing, and that was just what they
wanted them to do. They rode on for a couple
of miles, and then choosing a course that would
lead them around to the top of the hill beneath
which the tenderfoots were at work, they headed
that way. In less than half an hour the:'{ found
themselves pretty close to the spot so they dismounted, and leaving their horses out of sight
of anyone in the little mining camp, they went on
foot toward the top of the hill. Wild and Charlie took care to conceal themselves from the view
of anyone, and as the bushes and rocks were
plentiful they managed to get to a point from
which they could look down upon the four, who
bad staked out the claims that morning. It
happened that things were working just as they
wanted them to, for they had barely got thE're
when they saw Jack Shooker and three of his
gang approaching the spot.
"Here they come, Charlie!" said Wild, in a
low tone of voice,_ "I reckon we are just in
time."
"That's right, Wild," the scout answered with
a chuckle. "I reckon we'll be able to hear anything that is said up here."
"Oh, yes, we are not more than a couple of
hundred feet above them. Just keep your ears
open."
"An' I'll keep my eyes open, too," Charlie declared, as he patted the stock of his Winchester.
A few minutes later the Gold Grabbers reached
the spot where the first of the tenderfoots was
at work.
·
"Good-morning," Shooker said, speaking in a
pleasant tone of voice.
"Good-morning," was the reply.
"I thought I'd come around an' see you new
fellers," the v,illain went on. "I _s'pose yer know
.
who I am, don't yer?"
"No," replied the man, while the other three
quickly approached the spot to find out what was
going on.
"Well I am Jack Shooker. I'm ther man what
founded this here minin' camp, which is named
for me. We've got a little organization here of
which I'm the1· boss, an' ther rule ,is that everyone as stakes out a claim here- has got to give
half of what he gits out of ther ground to me.
1t ain't no more than right, as you oughter know,
_i;ince if it hadn't been for me nobody would
ever knowed there was any gold dust here."
"But I thought this was government land,"
protested the spokesman of the four.
"So it is. But what's that got to do wit;h it?
I'm ther one as discovered that there was gold
here. Didn't I jest tell yer that?"
"Well, I don't think it's right that we should
have 1;,o pay you anything for the privilege of
working here," one of the others spoke up.
"You don't think it's right, eh? Well, I don't
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want to be harsh with yer, but I'll jest tell .yer
one thing. If you think you can't afford to pay
me half of what yer git here, you had better give
up ther job right away. If yer go ter buckin'
ag'in me. an' my pardi, you'll git into trouble.
Then ther chances is that your folks will never
see you alive again."
• "What are we going to do about it, boys?" asked the man who had dqne the most of the talking, just as t1!ough they had not already made
up their minds what they were going to do.
"Well," said one, "I suppose we will have to
do as he says. But it seems a little hard to have
to g:Ye up half the gold dust we find, don't it?"
"Well, it isn't right," declared another, shaking his head.
"It don't make no difference whether it's right
or not," Shooker declared. "As I jest said, if it
hadn't been for me nobody would have found out
there was gold here. I won't say that we're
goin' ter make yer give up right along. But
for ther first week or two you have got to shell
out half your dust, an' that's all there is to it."
"Very well, then. I suppose we wi have to
to carry
agree to it. We have not money cnou
us through very far, so we will have to stay
here for a while."
"\Veil, go ahead an' work, then. I see you're
doin' putty well. Ther harder you work ther
more dust you'll git out. That means that you'll
have all ther more for your work."
,rAn' you'll have more without working," one
of the young men remarked sh:rugging his
shoulders.
"Why, sartin. But that's 'cause I'm ther one
as discovered ther place, yer know. I reckon
you had better whack up what you have got right
away. We'll come around at quittin' time tonight, an' ·then you .kin whack up ther rest."
Wild could hardly restrain Cheyenne Charlie
from calling out to the villains, for the scout
became so angered at the audacity of the Gold
Grabbers that he fairly was itching to pick a
row with them. The two watched those below
as the gold dust was washed in the brook, and
divided about equally. -But they never showed
themselves, and at last Shooker and his companions went away from the spot. Waiting until
they had disappeared from view, our two friends
went back to their horses, and mounting they
rode slowly around and entered the mining camp.
They did not stop until they got to their own
camp, and then they told Jim and the girls
·
what had transpired.
"The scoundrels!" exclaimed Arietta, her eyes
flashing. "Why, that is nothing more than highway robbery."
"Just about the same thing, Et," the young
deadshot answered, with a laugh. "The Gold
Grabbers are certainly a set of villains, and
no mistake. But I reckon the grilling is going
to begin before very long now. I am confident
that they are only waiting for a chance to kill me,
so I may as well i,tart up the game. For I
suppose we may as well wait until noon, so the
miners will all be on hand to see the grilling
begin. You can bet that Shooker and his gang
won't get another ounce of gold dust from anyone in this camp."

CHAPTER IX.-The "Shoot-Up", Begins.
When noon came the four tenderfoots came
over to tlteir camp, just as Wild had told them
to do.
"What •do you want us to do?" asked nne of
them, looking at our hero.
"I want you to go with us over to the sa, •.
Nearly every man belonging to the camp is over
there now. When you get there I want you to
make an open protest against the way you were
treated by the villains who call themselves the
Gold Grabbers. You need not be afraid that
anything will happen to you, for we will see to
that part of it."
Then all started for the saloon, and just before
they reached it the man called Ganzey hurried
to meet them.
"I warit to tell yer somethin', Young Wild
West," he said. "I don't know what you'll think
about it, but I thought it would be all right
to let you know it."
"What is that, Mr. Ganzey?" the young deadshot asked, quieklyr as he looked at the miner.
"Well, we was lookin' over some of ther ground
around here jest afore noon, an' jest as we was
thinkin' of stakin' out a claim or two Jack
Shooker comes along an' tells us that he expet:ted
us to go whacks with him on what dust we took
out of ther ground. He said that was ther rule
her, an' if we couldn't abide liy ther rule we
would have ter leave ther camp. I didn't take
much stock in what he said, of course, but I
allowed that I "·ould speak to you about it first.
What do yer think of it, anyhow?"
"Well, I don't think much of it, you can bet.
But I happen to know all about Shooker'll game.
He has already made these four fellows whack
up with him."
"Say," said Ganzey, "s'pose I go on in ther
saloon first an' speak my sentiments abo'nt this
here business. That will sorter start 'em up a
little, maybe. I ain't afraid of any of 'em, 'cause
I know I've got ther biggest part of ther men
here behind me. I've told some of 'em what
hooker said, an' they all said as how they
wouldn't allow anything like that to go on, even
if they had to fight for it. They believe that
e ry man's got a show here."
"Well, you go ahead, then. We will remain
outside for a minute or two."
Ganzey gave another chuckle, and then walked
back to the shanty saloon. As he enteret~ he
found that Dandy was behind the bar, ·.;lthile
Shooker and several others of his crowd were
leaning against it. Ganzey got his drink and
paid for it, and then, looking at Dandy, he said:
"What kind of a game do yer think Shooker
is workin' he1·e?"
"I don't know what yer mean," the saloonkeeper answered, affecting surprise.
"Well, he says as anyone as stakes out claims
here has got to give half ther dust he takes out
to him. He says he was ther first one that found
there was gold here an' that it ain't no more
than right that he should have half of what we
get. What do yer think about that?"
"Well, I don't know but what he's putty near
ri'1'ht," Dandy answered.
't•Well I know it ain't right. I also kno-w
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t he ain't goin' ter git half of what me an'
y pards takes out of ther ground. We ain't
in' ter leave ther camp, either. I want yer
understand that I come from Boulder, Colorado an' I'm all wool an' a yar4 wide. I don't
care' if Shooker has got forty behind him instead of only ten, a!! I've heard say. I don't
re anything about ther Gold Grabbers, or any
her kind of grabbers."
The faces of the villains turned pale when
y heard this. Instead of picking_ a row and
oting the man down Shooker decided upon a
erent plan of action. He quickly passed the
1·d for his -men to follow him from the saloon.
1ce outside the saloon Jack Shooker touched
rry on the arm and said:
"See here, I reckon something has got ter be
me. Ther first thing we know all ther men
·n be turnin' ag'in us. If I know anything
out thel' ·game, ther best thjng for us to do
w is to start a 'shoot-up' goin'."
"Good!" explained the villain, witb a nod
f approval. "I reckon that will sorter change
· gs a little in our favor. Let's go an' git
r horses an' come sizzlin' around through ther
p sh-0~tin' out ther windows an' yellin' like
juns. If anybody attempts to stop us we'll
oot them too. You know we done that once
re, an' it worked fine."
11 hands of them quickly started for .their
nties. Meanwhile Ganzey went outside and
'ckly informed Young Wild West of what he
d said in the presence of the Gold Grabbers.
Jim," said Wild1 in a whisper, "I reckon you
better follow up the galoots and find out
at they are up to. Come back as soon as you
, and let us know."
hen our hero called the miners up and told
m to take whatever they liked at his expense.
r hero paid the bill, and as he received his
nge he looked at the rascally saloonkeeper,
id said:
l<How is it you didn't go out with the rest of
r gang, Dandy?"
Well, this here is my place of business," was
reply, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Yes, I know; but you are one of the Gold
bbers, so it seems strange that you didn't
out with them. I suppose they are up to
ething, ana it seems strange that you should
left out of it."
oung Wild West, since you know all about
meetin' that was held in ther glen yisterday,
ain't no use of me sayin' anything about
t I want ter tell yer that I'm mighty
rry that I had anything to do with it. I ain't
a very bad man, an' I've got a putty good
right here, without botherin' them as comes
I kin make enough money with my bar
• bJ buyin' up loose dust without interferin'
them as has got claims. You kin call me
of it, Young Wild West."
All right, Dandy. If you want it that way we
let it go. But I want you to understand that
need not look for any protection from me in
your gang gets afte.r me."
Well, ,I know you ain"t ther boy as would see
er anyone else shot down jest for nothin' ."
less than fifteen minutes from the time he
left the shanty, Jim came back. The boy
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promptly entered the saloon. Then, flashing a
glance at all hands there, he said:
"The1·e is going to be a 'shoot-up' right away.
Jack Shooker and nine others are ready to ride
through the town and make things howl. They
are ~ir.g to show everyone here that they arl!
runmng the camp to suit themselves. Anyone interfering with them will get shot. We had better get ready, I reckon, for they will be along
at any time now."
Instantly there was much confusion. The
miners all felt for their guns, showing plainly
that they meant to resist the Gold Grabbers' attack upon the camp. It was just then that a
yell sounded from off to the left. Then the clatter of hoofs mingled with it. Young \Vild West
and his partners rushed outside, followed by the
excited miners. A cloud of dust could be seen a
short distance away, and they knew the GolJ
Grabbers were coming. Crack, crack, crack,
cra-ack ! A volley of pistol shots sounded as th,·
villains reached the first of the shanties. Yelling like fiends, the horsemen dashed up the street,
firing as they came. The next minute they were
close enough to do damage to those in front of
the saloon, and there was a scattering right
away. "Crack, c1·ack, crack! Then it was that
the miners opened fire upon the horsemen. Three
men and two horses fell in less than two seconds.
But the others kept right on, and tried to get
behind the shanties. Crack, crack! Two more
shots rang out, and two more of the Gold Grabbers dropped. Then Young Wild West started
on a run for his camp. He knew he must get
his horse if he wished to finish up the gang.

CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
It happened that Jack Shooker had not been
hit, and in spite of the fact that five of his men
had gone down before the fire they were met with
he decided to keep on with the "shoot-up." He
rode around to the rear of the store and blazed
away at the single window that was there. Larry
and the other three who had failed to get shot
were right after him, and though they were badly frightened now, they Kept up the firing. They
went on around i:p a circle, and then crossed over
to come down behind the other row of shanties
and tents. By this time our hero had 1·eached the
camp. The saddle was thrown upon the back of
the sorrel stallion in a twinkling, and the girths
were then quickly buckled. The next minute
Young Wild West was riding single-handed to
meet the Gold Grabbers. He galloped behind tne
shanty saloon, and then, as he saw them coming, he quickly placed the bridle rein in his mouth
and with a revolver in either hand bore down
to meet them. Crack, crack! A shot was fired
from both his revolvers, and down went two more
of the gang.
Crang! A rifle shot sounded just then, ar;id
another threw up his hands and fell. It was
Cheyenne ~harlie who fired. It happened that
the only two left we1·e Jack Shooker and Larry.
Turning their horses they started to .ride away
for the wooded hill to the left.
"You had better surrender, you sneaking
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coyotes!" Wild calfod out, loudly. "You have got
io taKe your medicine."
"l-.ever !" shouted Shooker, defiantly.
'!'hen he fired twice from his revolver, both
bulle,s going high o\-cr the head of the pursuing
bo)·. '1,ier-e was a lariat hanging to the saddl~
horn, and then the young deadshot quickly made
up his mind to take the leader of the gang alive.
Larry now managed to get ahead, and as he
rounded a clump of trees he halted long enough
to open fire upon the boy. Wild caught sight of
the villain just as a third shot was fired, and his
revolver spoke. Shooker kept on firing until he
emptied both his revolvers, and then letting his
ho1se go at will he hastened to reload the chambers. i'his was Wild's chance, and like an arrow frcm the bow he swept down upon the fugitive villain.
Just as Shooker had succeeded in reloading one
of his weapons Wild swung his lariat. Zip! The
rope tightened instantly, and horse and rider went
rolJing upon the ground. Young Wild West
leaped from the saddle in a twinkling, and bounded to the spot. In less than a minute Shooker
fell he<l vily to the ground, the boy on top.
"I cave, Young Wild West," was the meek
words.
"Now, then, get up!" Wild exclaimed.
Before they got to the saloon they were met
by Cheyenne Charlie and several of the miners.
Shooker was seized and fairly dragged over the
rougn ground until the front of the shanty was
reached.
"There he is, boys," our hero observed, as he
pointed at the villain. Now, then, just untie his
hands, for I want him to return the gold dust
he forced the four tenderfoots to give up this
morning."
"I ain't got it with me," declared the Gold
Grabber. "It's over at my shanty."
"All right; Charlie, you just go with him and
get it."
The scout quickly led the way to the shanty,
which wa s one of those that was situated at the
outskirts of the camp. As they reached it Shooker
nodded for them to come on faster, and leading
them b!lhind a little hill he pointed out a mound
of earth that had an entrance to it which was
close by a door made of rough boa1·ds.
"It's in there; ther gold dust is in there,"' said
Shooker, nodding toward the door. "I may as well
make a clean breast of it. There's somethin' else
in there, too.''
Charlie told one of the tenderfoots to force the
door open, which was quickly done, since there
was an iron crowbar lying near it. As the light
flooded int6 the opening a cry of joy sounded, and
then an old man crept feebly forward.
"Who in thunder is this?" cried Charlie.
"He's a prisoner I've been keepin' here for a
little while. I didn't want ter kill him, yer know,"
admitted Shooker tremblingly.
Then it was that the scout let out a cry for
Wild to come to the spot. The young deadshot
was not long in getting there, and when Jim assisted the old man from the prison he had been
confined in for several days, his surprise was
great.
'' Do you know this fellow?" said Wild, pointing to the leader of the -Gold Grabbers.

"That's him!" shrieked the half-starved
pointing a finger at the prisoner. "He stole
gold, an' then left me in ther cave to starve
death!"
It was learned that the man wa.s a miner
had been supposed to have left the camp, and
men were now fully bent ·upon lynching Sh
There was no way of stopping the'-lynching,
our friends were compelled to let the miners
ahead.
"Wow!" exclaimed Ganzey, as he entered
saloon after it was all over, "I reckon every
kin breathe a little freer now. There ain't
more Gold Grabbers in town, you kin bet on that.
"That's right," Dandy answered vehementl
"This has been ther greatest lesson I ever learn
in my life, boys. As I told Young Wild West n
long ago, I ain't been sich a very bad man in
day, An I'm well satisfied with the ·'Yay thin
is goin' here. I want to tell yer all right no
that if aJJY of yer ever catches me doin' the
lea t crooked thing you kin shoot me dead in
tracks.''
The girls had witnessed a great deal of wh
took place in the camp when the shoot-up startedj
and when Wild and his partners told them ho
it had turned out they were pretty well satisfi though the lynching was not to their liking. Alonirt
toward night Wild and Charlie took a. walk ove
to the saloon. Hop, the clever Chinee, who ha
stayed in the saloon, with Wild's permission, . ha
made himself the center of attraction, and ha
been playing all sorts of tricks upon the men, a
well as showing them things that mystified the
greatly.
"I reckon ther heathen is jest about full enough,
to quit, Wild," Charlie observed.
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "You~
just take care of him."
Charlie walked through the crowd, and caugh
the Chinaman by his queue before he W88 aware
of it. When he got him outside Charlie let go his
queue and faced him toward the camp.
"Now, then, let's see how fast you kin run,
heathen," he called out, as ·he jerked a revolvei:
from the holster.
Hop let out a frightened yell, and started off
as though he were trying to win in a. hundred
yards' dash. The scout fired a couple of shots a
the g1-otmd behind him, and this kept him go·
"\Vell, boys," said Yot1ng Wild West, wavin h
hand to the miners, "I reckon that will be a.ho
all. The Gold Grabbers received their grilling
right, and I reckon that is the last of them.
are going to leave you in the mornibg, and I ho
you all have good luck,. We have had quite
lively time since we lu J re struck the camp, a
to-morrow we will look elsewhere for somet ·
to happen that will keep , ,s going."'
"Three cheers for Yo Ing Wild West,'' yell
Ganzey, and the way th; , crowd responded
quite evident that the yoit ng deadshot was hig
appreciated by them.
Next week's issue will ,1,ntain "YOUNG W
WEST'S COWBOY CH lLLENGE ; OR,
ETTA'S GOOD GUESS.>~
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CURRENT NEWS
WHERE DOGS ARE FREE
Venice a dog can go anywhere with his mas' even to the hotel table, where, if he is paid
at the same rate as his master, he may take
:food. If he accompanie s the boss on one of
noisy steamers that destroy the poetry of the
nd Canal he must be paid for exactly as if he
A human being.
II over the Continent of Europe the rights of
pie with dogs are recognize d-at a price. One
take a dog into any compartme nt of a train,
uding the wagon, but first it is necessary
uy a third-class ticket for him. In Italy he
vels a little more cheaply. There when one
ing his baggage weighed (and paying for
billet) one buys another for the dog, which
one-half of third-class rate. Provided with
ticket the dog is admitted to wherever his
BOYS WIN PRIZES KILLING
86,000 GOPHERS
contest in which 1,135 boys of Maricopa
nty, Ariz., participate d recently resulted in
killing of more than 36,000 pocket gophers.
contest was conducted by the Biological Surof the United States Departmen t of Agricul, the University of Arizona co-operatin g. The
rest and co-operatio n of the business men of
valley added greatly to the success of the
paign.
ach boy was given a trap and instructed as
he most effective way of catching the destrucpocket gopher. The total cost of this huge
h was $178, or about half a cent per gopher.
ZONA

Under the old bounty system these rodents would
hav~ ~os~ t~e co~nty $1 .~00 at 5 cents each. In
addition it HI estimated that 36,000 pocket gophers
would have damaged fruit trees, ditches and fields
to the extent of at least $10,000 a year if they
'
had not been killed.
MAN STARVES TO DEA TH; $37,000 IN HIS
POCKET
The mysterious J. H. Smith, who starved to
death at West Palm Beach with $37,000 in cash
in his pockets, actually was Judson Howard
Smith, who owned realty in Los Angeles and a
ranch of several hundred acres at Falls City
'
Neb.
A letter in his meager effects bore, the name of
:A. D. Newkirk, who when infor:ned of the death
telegraphed that Smith was his brother-in- law
and directed that the body be sent to Falls City.
Smith was a familiar figure on West Palm
Beach's main street for years. He never wore a
hat, never shaved, always carried an umbrelJa
and dressed in a Palm Beach suit. He seldom responded when addressed and never began a conversation.
Such food as he ate, .u sually peanuts, popcorn
and bananas, was eaten out of a paper sack as he
stood on the street bareheaded and with the umbrella on his arm.
When he was sent to a hospital aft~r remaining in his room at a cheap lodging house for three
days he repulsed food and ncurishmen t was given
him hypodermic nlly. He died of starvation, without explaining his antipathy to food.
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

'l'HE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIV (Continued ).

It appeared that Mrs. Pendleton was treasurer

of the Ladies' Aid Society of her church and that
instead of putting the money she collected in the
bank she was in the habit of keeping it in a closet
in her own room, locked in what she called the
"contributi on box." Joe found a key one day and
the long and short of it was that discovering ii.
would open the contributio n box he began by
stealing dimes and ended by taking dollars until
he had stolen ten. Fearing discovery at the next
meeting of the Ladies' Aid, which was down for
that very day, he capped the climax of his villainy by stealing the whole business, some sixty
dollars, and running away as he had said:
"What a poor, weak fellow he is," thought
Charlie. "But that's the way one thing leads to
another."
Questionin g Joe further he discovered that the
boy still had forty dollars of the stolen money;
the rest had been spent.
•~f cou!se, you have done very w1·ong, Joe,"
said Charlie, gravely, "and this last was the worst
of all. What you should have done is to have
gone straight to your mother, and it's not too late
now. What you want to do is to take the first
train for Hitica."
"Do 'YOU really think so?" asked Joe. "She'll
never forgive me."
"Nonsense! I sn't she your mother?"
"Where's my father?"
"I left him on Wall Street."
"What did you do with the car?"
"Oh, we left that behind us and came by train.
Will you go home?"
"Charlie, I'll do just as you say. I feel lost in
New York. I had no idea it was such a big
.
place."
"I should say it was a big place. But come on,
I don't have to meet your father yet a while. He
told me to go sight seeing and .we'll go together.
Then I'll see you on the train."
"Well, I suppose I shall have to do it," signed
Joe, "but I do most awfully hate to."
Charlie got him on the move then and they
wandered about until it was almost two o'clock.
Now the first thing Charlie did after leaving
Mr. Pendleton was to locate the Astor House,
1vhich he found to be only a short distance from
\Vall StFeet and he now knew just how to get
oack to it, so he worked his way in that direction,
talking in a 1ively way all the while so as to keep
Joe's mind diverted, and at precisely two o'clock
the boys were alongside of rew York's oldest
•
hotel.
"Say, here's a hotol," said Ch"~}i<>, "let's go in

and have a look arnund. It's the old Astor House.
I've often heard of it.and now is my chance to see
it."
It was the best thing oo could possibly have
done, and it was just what he intended to do from
the start. Fortune favored him, for as the boy'
•walked into the Astor House lobby they ran right
into Mr. Pendleton, who stood there watching for
••
Charlie.
"Great Scott! There's father!" gasped Joe.
He would have run out, but Charlie was ready
for him and clutched him by the arm.
"Here's Joe, Mr. Pendleton! " he exclaimed,
·
'"and he's got something to tell you."
Now if the lawyer had played the fool the day
before this was the time he showed his good
sense.
"Why, hello, boy!" he exclaimed, cheerfully, at
the same time giving Joe's ear a pinch. "Thought
you'd take a run down to New York, did you ?
Now I've got something to tell you both, and here
it is. It's lunch time. Come into the lunch room
and we'll see what these folks have got that's
good to eat."
Wise Mr. Pendleton!
The1·e is nothing like a good dinner to restore
one's peace of mind.
Joe and Charlie got it at the Astor House that
day and never a word was said which was not a
cheerful one until the mel\l was finished, when the
lawyer turned suddenly on his son and asked:
"Joe, does Charlie know all?"
"Y-yes, sir," stammered Joe, hanging his head.
"Will you tell me what this is all about, or shall
·
I ask him?"
"I promised not to tell," said Charlie.
"Then Joe must. Out with it, Joe. No matter
how bad it is, I am the proper person to confide
in. Let it come."
And it did come.
Mr. Pendleton listened in grim silence. It was
a big relief to Charlie ·that Joe did not begin
blubbering again.
"Ah!" said the lawyer, when all had been told.
"I always knew you were a fool, Joe, but I didn't
think you were such a big one. Hand over what's
left of the Ladies' money and I'll lend you the balance. Your mothe1· need not know. Now then,
boys, let's go home."
They started within an hour, and Charlie slept
in his own bed in the garage that night.
"You did just exactly right, Charlie," said Mr.
Pendleton, who looked in on him just before he retired. "Joe is just a poor weak fool, but now my
eyes are opened and it's up to me to see if something of a man can't he made out of such poor
material. His mother has been almost frantic
about him and we both thank you most heartily
for the good sense you have shown to-day."
The first thing next morning Chal'lie was called
up by Mr. Pendleton, for there was a private wire
between the house and the garage.
"Charlie," said the lawyer, "I have just had a
call from the clerk at the Rathburn House who
fells me that some unknown person left a car outside of their garage during the night. He says
it looks like mine and I wouldn't wonder if he was
correct. Run down there and see how the case
stan<li-." ,
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SIX GUESTS AT MASONIC DINNER AVERAGE 338 POUNDS
A ton of humanity divided among six widely
known members of the Masonic fraternity attended a dinner in Allentown, Pa., in honor of
George . Eisenbrown of Reading, potentate of
Rajah Temple, Mystic Shrine.
The fat guests were Potentate Eisenbrown and
his son, Fred Eisenbrown; John T. Kramer of
Allentown, Edward Moore of Reading, Thomas
Snyder of Palm and John Sefing of llentown.
Their aggregate weight is 2,032 pound , each
man averaging more than 338 pounds.
INDIAN TEMPERANCE
The Volstead· urge has hit the Sioux Nation.
t least, it has hit the old braves, who have come
to the conclusion something must be done to keep
the younger ores sober.
Therefore, the Sioux Indians stationed on the
Fort Totten reservation near Devils Lake, N. D.,
have organized the Indian temperance society,
whose purpose it is to induce the younger Indians
and those older ones who still think they need
"fire water" to get on the Volstead wagon.
The first act of the temperance· society was to
call upon Police Chief Peter Timboe of Devils
Lake and ask his co-operation. A number of
younger Sioux braves, when they drive into Devil
Lake, have been in the habit of buying lemon and
vanilln extract, canned meat and other things
·
containing alcohol.
The Indians requested the police chief to use
his influence to prevent the various merchants or
others in the city selling extract or canned meat
to the Indians, and !hey offered to enlist themIves as special officers to arrest the young Indians for intoxication.
MUD ON MINE FIRES
Fighting fire in mines is a slow, tedious job
and since the dawn of mining has been considered almost a hopeless undertaking. Rich mines
in many parts of the world have been burning
for generations. Underground fires no longer are
com,1dered uaquenchable. In the Butte district,
Kont., a process of fire fighting has been develed by a mining company which is salvaging an
body of tremendous extent. • Fires that have
n burning for fifteen years in three connecting
es are being smothered under 1,000,000 tons

mud.
At the <:l"d of 1!!22 2,000,000 tons of metallius ore, containing, accordine- to expert estiteP., at least 80,000 tons of copper, once more
·n be accessible.
Sand, decomposed rock and other materials
hich came originally from the stopes and were
rded as tailings in the process of copper extion, simply have been turned back into the
area. Water, which in m: ny cas:es has proved
uselessness as an extinguisher of un,le1·ground
is used for transportation, It conveys the

tailings down . to the fire regions, 1,200 to 2,2(10
feet underground, where the soup-like slime fills
the abandoned drifts, cross-cuts and stopes and
literally smothers the fae.
OLD BASEBALL SALARIES
Baseball manager and players of a quarter of·
a century ago received salaries that appear ridiculous as compared with the fabuloirs sums which
those of to-day are said to receive, according to
~nformation brought to light by a Chicago sportmg writer. "Cap" Adrian Anson is said to have
received the princely sum of $2,700 for managing
· the Chicago White Stockings in 1888, the year
after he h~d fini shed the season with a batting
average of .421. And of this amount $700 rep1·esented his services as acting captain and manager of the team, the major portion being his
salary as a player. R. E. Smith, of Chicago,
claims to possess the contract. Smith also has
the contracts signed by N. Fred Pfeiffer and Edward N. Williamson when they consented to play
in the Brotherhood League in 1889. These two
players were talked of at that time as the greatest in the game. The Chicago club paid Williamson $3,000, while Pfeiffer, one of the greatest of
all second basem~n, received _only $2,000 and the
score-card privilege.
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flashed in the distance, and with a shriek of the
whistle, a ringing of the bell, and a buzz and
whirr of wheels, accompanied by a roar of escaping steam, the iron horse da~hed up to the depot
and the train from the East had arrivt.d.
By KIT CLYDE
The crowd surged out of the coaches, and all
was stir and bustle, noise and confusion, while
"Yes, we employ female detectives," said a de- the hackmen shouted themselves hoarse, and the
tective friend of mine, the manager of an agency, passengers jostled each other as they hurried
which has done remarkably skillful professional along the thronged platform.
work.
A tall, broad-shouldere d young man, with a
"Female detective are often of the greatest s~all thick mustache, stumbled against me, and
service to us; and if you will wait here for a few without a word of apology dashed away and was
minutes, I will introduce you to one of the most lost in the surging crowd. expert ladies in the detective business," he added.
. As this man passed me something fell from
Half an hour elapsed, and then the detective his pocket, and stooping to pick it up, I discovalmost
and
-office,
bowed his visitor out of the
ered that it was a silver key.
'mmediately a petite, spriglltly little lady, eleAs I stood examining it-for it was too late to
a
and
gantly attired in the height of fa~hion,
think of overtaking the rude stranger who had
pronounced brunette, entered the office.
dropped it-;-someone touched me on the arm, and
She was very pretty, and her manner was that turning quickly I found myself face to face with
cf a refined lady.
the young gentleman whom I had seen arrive with
My friend introuced me, and we chatted pleas- thfl young lady in the· carriage with the liveried
antly, and I at once discovere!i that the lady de- coachman.
tective was vivacious and witty and an exceed"I beg your pardon, miss," said the young geningly entertaining conversationalis t.
tleman, politely, and in a quick, well-intonated
"Tell him the story of the case you worked up voice which plainly told that he was a gentleman,
!-ingle-handed and alone-tell him the story of he added:
•
'The Silver Key,'" said my friend, the veteran
"Will you tell me, please, how you came by that
detective.
key?"
"Shall I?"
"Certainly, sir; I just picked it up from the
"By all means."
platform floor. A young man, who was immeshall
it
Key'
Sile~r
'The
of
st.ory
"Then the
diately thereafter lost in the crowd, lost it."
be."
"That key is the property of my father," said
her
collecting
silent,
was
Por a moment she
young man, with his eyes fixed upon it.
the
:
began
she
thoughts, I suppose, and then
father?" I said in surprise.
"Your
I
and
1881,
of
"It was one night in the spring
"Yes; and if you will examine the key you will
was at the Union De , in Chicago, waiting the
name-the name of James
:irrival of the midnight train from the East. Some find my father's
upon it," the young man said.
business, not connected with the occurrences Travers-stamp edthe
silver key which had acciI did examine
which I am about to relate, called me there. There
into my possession, and I found,
were not many people at the depot at that hour, dentally fallen man
stated, that it was indeed
but as I stood in the main entrance on Canal as the young
with the name James Travers. I looked
:-;treet, I saw a covered carriage drive up, and a stampedquestioningly.
handsome young gentleman and a beautiful young at him this way, miss, and I will explain to you
"Step
lady alighted.
the finding of that key is to me an occurrence
As they passed under the gas light of the main why
entrance to the depot, I had an excellent view of of Iimportance."
followed him into the depot.
the young couple.
introduced me to the y_oung lady.
He
fact
in
so
much
so
alike,
much
very
ere
They
proved to be his sister, as I had presumed.
She
they
that
me
assured
almost
that the resemblance
my father to arrive born New
expected
"I
were near relatives.
which has just come in, but
ti-ain
the
on
York
indeed
were
Both were elegantly attired-they
he telegraphed me from
although
come,
not
has
he
the
and
wearers of the "purple and :fine linen,"
train to-night. Now,
twelve
the
meet
to
York
New
from
coachman upon the box of the carriage,
of the key which you picked up, and
which they had alighted, wore a handsome private the finding
which locks· a small valise in which my father
livery.
has awakened a suspicionI entered the depot and took a seat near them. carries valuable~,
with the fact of his non-arrival-tha t
Then, from their conversation, which was car- coupled
some harm has befallen him," said the young gen1·ied on in a tone of voice sufficiently loud for me tleman,
whose name was Edwin Trave1·s.
to hear all they said, whether I cared to do so or
His sister echoed her brother's fears.
not, I gathered that they were brother and sister,
"Oh, brother, the man who lost papa's silver
and that they had come to meet their father, who
had but recently landed in New York upon his re- key may have murdered our father," she cried,
turn from Europe, and whom they expected t-o ar- with tears in her eyes.
.
I scented a case.
rive in Chicago by the midnight train.
"You a detective!" exclaimed Miss Traveri;:, reI was not interested in their conversation. A
few moments went by, and the shrill whistle of garding. me as though I were a rara avis in. a
mm·eum.
the expected train sotmded in the distance.
"I am glad to meet you," said 1\fr. Travers,
Directly the glaring eye of flame formed by the
vividly reflected li~t of the circula1· headlight "and you can be of the greatest service to me,
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perhaps, if anything has happened to my father.
Will you aid me?"
"Assuredly I will."
"Good!"
"The first thing to do, Mr. Travers, is to telegraph to your father's New York address, and
find cut whether he really left that city or not as
he intended to," I said.
"I'll do it," he replied.
He ran to the telegraph office in the depot, and
sent the dispatch.
"As soon as you receive an answer to you1· telegram, call and let me know," said I, giving him
my card.
,
Very well, the next morning, just as J had
come from breakfast, Mr. Travers called.
"Have you heard from your father?" I asked.
"Here is his answer to my telegram," was Mr.
Travers's answer, and he handed it to me.
"Edwin Travers, Chicago, Ill.-! am safe, but
my small valise, in which the silver key belongs,
and containing $40,000 in gover:1ment bonds, seurities, notes and money, has been stolen; and I
remain in New York to try to find ' it by detective
aid.
JAMES TRAVERS."
"The nian who dropped the silver key is the
thief," I exclaimed.
"I presume so," answered Edwin Travers .
Mr. Travers left, and I began my work.
I first inserted the following, under the head
of "Lost and Found," in The News.
"Found, a silver key, in the Union Depot, Monday evening, May 3d. Owner can have the same
by proving property and paying for this 'ad.' Call
at 104 State and C--, in Tony Washington's
barber-shop.
TONY w ASHINGTON."
Tony was a colored barber, and secretly he often did a little detective work for us among the
colored crooks in "Ethiopia," as Third avenue is
called.
::,J'hat same day a well-dressed colored man-a
real African dude of the most utter SQrt--called
at Tony's and stated that the lady who had lost
the silver key, which he accurately described, had
sent him for it.
I was concealed in a closet and heard all that
went on. Tony told him to call in the evening.
I determined to black myself up.
That evening, sure enough, the darky called,
accompanied by a small, fashionably-dressed lady,
who was as dark as I am.
"I understand that you found the silver key belonging to my husband, which I dropped in the
depot," she said to Tony.
Then she minutely described it.
"Sorry I forgot dat key again, but I'll write a
,iote, and your man here can run and board a
c:atle car and get it in a few minutes," said Tony.
~e wrote a note and handed it to the lady, who
-gave it to the colored dude and told him to make
haste to bring the key.
As soon as he was out of the shop Tony gave a
aignal and I appear~d before the lady.
"You are my prisoner!" I cried, and before she
recovered from the surprise we had handcuffed

her.

.

We slipped a gag in her mouth, and when the
clarky returned with the key which Tony had

25

really left at home according to my directions, I
sat in the shop, my veil down, and the darky
never seemed to suspect that I wa!il not the lady
he had left there.
I took the key, paid Tony, and we left the shop.
Scarcely a word was exchanged as I followed
my leader to Michigan avenue, and when we
paused before an elegant mansion, he said in 11
voice which was that of a white man:
"Well, we have the key all right, Ada; now I'll
get the black off and meet you m the garden in a
few moments, if you will wait for me there."
A basket of flowers sat on the bench, and a few
moments late1·, as the man who had personated a
negro retu1·ned, with his face white, I arose with
the basket in•my hand to meet him, but I kept my
face partially turned away so that he could not
get a square view of it.
Instantly I recognized liim as the man who had
lost the key in the depot.
We went into the house, and he led me into
a room where a large trunk stood, and left me.
No sooner was he gone than I pulled out a
bunch of false keys and opened the big trunk,
which was full of plunder, and on top of all was
the valise which had been stolen from Mr. Travers, and which-though I omitted to say soEdwin had desc1·ibed to me so that I could recogci~ tt ~ ~~
I
At that moment I heard footsteps, and closing
and locking the trunk, I sprang to the door just
as the woman I had left a prisoner and the man
whom I had deceived entered.
They 1·ushed at me, and before I could get out
my revolver I was overpowered, and they bound
and gagged me.
·
"When night comes we'll drop her in the river,
and her death will be I}, mystery."
"But first I must take that trunk to the depot,
Ada. You keep an eye on the door of this room
until I return," said the man, and they went out
and locked the door of the room in which the
large trunk stood.
I had a knife ring on my finger.
I manag-ed to work the spring and get the
blade out, and in a trice I was free. I then tried
the door of the room in which the trunk stood,
but it was locked.
Then an idea occurred to me, and opening the
big trunk I noiselessly placed all its contents, except the valise, in the closet, and closed the door;
then I took my place in the trunk and let the lid
fall, the spring lock snapped, and it was secured.
A moment later the tall, broad-shouldered crook
and an expressman came up and carried th-e trunk
into the street, placed it in a wagon and drove to
the depot.
They deposited the • trunk and left, having
cnecked it to St. Louis; but as soon as they were
gone I made my presence known, and the baggagemen forced the lock and let me out.
I was nearly suffocated and badly bruised and
shaken up, but as soon as I got out of the trunk
I started with a couple of policemen for the house
to which I had tracked the man who Jost the silver key.
·
We overtook him at the gate and arrested him.
The woman, his accomplice, was also arrested
in the house, and they eventually confessed that
they had stolen the valise in New York.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

would make a meal of her to-day if they could
reach her.
"I wanted to see how far I could go in semidomesticating these foxes," he said. "Every one
knows how wary the fox is. Frightened by dog
or guns, or strangers, and unable to bury or hide
the newly-born pups, the mother may kill them
by just carrying them around in her fear. So I
have been trying to overcome the fox's fear of
man and animals.
"I felt that if I could raise a litter of the fox
pups on a mother cat they would become accustomed to our handling them, fondling them, talking ~o them, accustomed to strangers and the
barkmg of dogs, and learn their protection from
.
all harm while in our care.
"We had our difficulties. We had to give over
the whole lower floor of our home to the experiment, but it was worth while for once, although
I am afraid the trouble would deter us again.
"The pups responded to the treatment and show
confidence and playfulness with me and no fear
of visitors, passing dogs or the occasional hunter
and his gun in the woods near by."

FIND A PREHISTORIC CITY
A prehistoric city at the foot of a volcano
was discovered recently by explorers of the National Museum of Mexico.
LAUGHS
Half of the buried city is surrounded by a stone
"~ver speculate in corn?" "Just once. Never
)/all eight to twenty feet wide at the top and containing twenty-eight pyramids about 100 feet agam. Got my wife by finding a red ear at a
above the debris of centuries covering them. The husking bee!"
ruins apparently are of as great a city as the
"How old is your little· brother?" 1n~od
famous Tectil:macan, a show place of Mexico.
'Yillie. "He's a year old," replied Tommy. "Huh!
Ive got a !1og a year old, and he ca!l walk twice
CIRCLING THE GLOBE IN A SAILBOAT
as ',Yell as yo_ur brother." "That's nothing. Your
around
sail
Four Austrian sportsmen plan to
dog s got twice as many legs."
the earth in a boat of 12 tons displacement, 46
feet long. The vessel will be provided with a
First Tramp-Strange how few of our youthsmall six-horsepower motor for use in emergency. ful dreams come true. Second Tramp-Oh I
Two Americans have already accomplished this don't know. I remember how I once yearned' to
feat-Captain Slokum, in a voyage lasting from wear long trousers. Now, I guess I wear them
1895 to 1898, and Captain Flemingday, from 1912 longer than almost anybody in the country.
to 1914. In a third attempt, by two British officers in 1913, the men lost their lives between
"Son,_ why don't you play circus? It's great
New York and England.
fun. First you make a sawdust ring." "Where'll
I get any sawdust, dad?" "Here's the saw. Just
DOG AND SNAKE IN BATTLE
saw some of that cordwood into stove lengths.
Workmen on a State road job at Chillisqua-que, You can have all the sawdust you make."
ten miles west of Sunbury, Pa., interrupted a battle between a· big collie dog and a vicious rattle"My fa.the !' and I know everything in the
snake. They were attracted by the ominous whir- world,"
boasted a small boy to his boon companits
with
dog
ring of the rattlesnake and saw the
latter. "Where's
tail still and crouching as though to spring. Twice ions. "All right," answered the proved
himself a
the snake struck, but missed, the dog evading its Aisa ?" Then the first speaker
true if budding diplomat. "That is one of J;he
fangs with lightning-like jumps. When the party questions
that my father knows."
approached the snake turned on the men, who
killed it after a battle. The reptile measured
Finding a lady reading "Twelfth Night " a
four feet two inches long, and had 19 ·rattles and
"When Shakesp'eare
facetious doctor asked:
a button.
wrote about 'Patience on a Monument' did h
FOX PUPS REARED BY RANCHER'S CAT mean doctors' patients?" "No," said the lad ,
For pups have b~n reared by mother dogs, it~ "you find them unde!' monuments, not on them."
is said, but it has remained for a Maine silver fox
"What sort of a tablet shall we erect over
ranchman, Fr\i.nk A. Harvey, to bring up a lityour grave when you are gQlle?" they asked of
+er ot fox P,UJl',j with a cat foster-mother.
"ft:uay still wanders interestedly about the bigo the man who had long suffered. "Well," said
fox -Ams where, the last season's pups have grown · the cheerful victim of stomach trouble, "I think
to her own si~ and would still fondle them if a dyspepsia tablet would be as appropriate as
she could. But Mr. Harvey believes that they anv."
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GOOD READING
WRANGELL ISLAND REACHED
The vanguard of the Stefa:nsson expedition,
consisting of four whites a:nd four E skimos with
Commander Crawford as leader, 1'eached Wrangell !stand laj;e last summer, with conditions very
favorab le. Plenty of drift-wood was. found with
which to build shelters and maintain fires, auguring comfort for the winter which the party
intends to spend on the island. Wrangell is a
ost popular resort for polar bears, and sufficient
nimal food seems assured. Stefansson will join
e party later and expects to spend several years
the Arctic, mapping the undefined bounda1'ies
f Wrangell Island and collecting other georaphic and geologic data.
OLD LOST IN MAIL IS SOON RECOVERED
The story of how two $20 and one $5 gold piece
nclosed in a pasteboard coin-holder were sent
hrough the mail in a two-cent stamped letter,
ost on the way and subsequently recovered has
een disclosed at the Post-office Department.
Recently a prominent business· man of Wash'ngton, D. C., whose wife is spending the sumer in Maine, wrote her a letter placing the $25
n gold inside of it without registering the comunication. The Jetter reached his wife safely
~ith the coin-holder intact in thE;, envelope and
the natural assumption was that the money had
een stolen.
A complaint was made to Postmaster Chance
of the Washington post-office and an investigation
followed although little hope of recovering the
money was entertained. Inquiries were made
along the route which the letter took in being distched to its destination in Maine with the result
t in a few days a reply was 1·eceived from the
postmaster at Boston to the effect that two different railway mail clerks operating on trains between New York and Boston had located the
money and had turned it over to the Boston postofflce.
One clerk had found one of the $20 gold pieces
and the $5 gold piece while the other clerk had
found the remaining $20 gold piece, the coins on
account of their weight having worked out of the
nvelope in the course of handling. The money
was promptly delivered to the wife of the Washgton business man in Maine.
"This incident," said Postmaster General Work
to-day in commenting on the report of the reery, "reflects generally the sterling integrity
the postal service."

A DIAMOND RUSH NEAR KIMBERLEY
A few days ago it was wild and rocky veld
here only the slinking jackal could be seen. A
e man prospecting had stumbled across some
ll diamonds and in a night the wilderness was
placed by a medley of tents and tin shanties,
es, dining rooms, stores, billi:ud saloons and
merry-go-round blaring forth noisily. This was

l\fosesberg, which the South African Government
had made a }Jrociaimed area and decided that
claims were to be pegged out in the old-fashioned
style of a 1·ush.
Mosesberg-is sixty miles from Kimberley. On
the day announced for the rush motor cars, o>wagons, donkey wagons and a miscellaneous collection of mining gear had assembled there. The
crowd of men included the old hardened digger
clad in cor duroys and chewing steadily, and ·
sprinkling of youths, keen-eyed and prepared to
ra<"e in khaki shirt and shorts. They were men
of all nationalities, English, Dutch, Jew and a
sprinkling of Kaffirs, all grasping their pegs, on
which the owners' names were painted in bright
colo1·s.
The rush was to take place at 11 o'clock. As
the hour drew near the men toed the line between two white flags. For a distance of four
miles the rush extended. · At five minutes to 11
the Inspector of claims mounted a rough box and
a big Union Jack was held up beside him. He began r_eading a p1·oclamation, while the diggers
spat on their hands, grasped their peg:; tightly
and lowered their bodies for the start.
With a sudden flutter the Union Jack was lowered. A yell of excitement went up from over a
thousand voices. The men plunged forward, running in all directions up the slope of the kopjes
facing them. It ::;eemed like the rout of some rabble army. Gradually, however, the fast moving
mass came to a standstill as groups began
to peg out claims. Mounted police were everywhere, giving instructions and advice to those
participating in the rush._
Among those who rushed were a number of
fast runners, several professional athletes being
specially engaged for the purpose. Within a few
moments the valley and kopjes were dotted with
claimants. Many had chosen the same spot, especially those who had made a close study of the
ground beforehand. In many cases the mounted
police had to intervene or else a claims official
was called in to settle the dispute. "The clai_m is
yours," he would say curtly, and there the matter
would end. His justice was of the rough and
ready fashion well known and 1·espected on the
diamond fields. Once established some of the diggers were not long in getting pick and shovel to
work. One digger had hardly pegged out his spot
when he had about ten Kaffir boys digging it.
The Mosesberg rush will long be remembe1·ed,
first because it was probably the biggest rush in
the history of the diamond field, and, second, because the1·e was a total absence of casualties. A
Kimberley chemist with an eye to business was
on the scene with bandages and lint, and as there
was no call for his services he also participated
in the rush. After the rush was over it was seen
that there was still plenty of grourid available for
some thousands of diggers, good ground on higher
reaches of the hillsides where the alluvial deposits are probably far better, richer and more accessible than those scatte1·ed below. No doubt
this will soon ~ taken up, as after seven dftys
each digger isJ{>ermitted to peg five extra claims.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
1, AGAN RITES
Proba_bly ~he st;angest burial service ever performed m this part of the country took place here
when Tom Miller Costello, two-months-old son of
Indian parents, was buried in the Winchester
Cemetery, Winchester, Ky.
The body was brought here from Clay City,
Ky., whern the parents had been showing with a
carnival company. The ceremony was performed
by the great-great-grandfather of the child.
Grape juice and some other liquid played an important part in the burial rites, which were accompanied by incantations that made the white
man's graveyard sound like the Western ·plains.
Each of the Indians who assisted at the ceremony placed a number of pieces of small change
in the coffin, after which the clothing and toys of
the baby also were deposited beside the body to
accompany it to the happy hunting ground.

The water h1 the harbor rose rapidly until it
was several feet deep in the shore line warehouses.

TELLS HOW TO CARE FOR YO:UNG TREES
For years the Brooklyn .Park Department has
planted trees on ci y streets for property owners
on receipt of nominal fees. At present there
are more than 10,000 of these young trees set
out in the borough.
Commissioner Harman, referring to the matter
of caring for young trees, said:
"Unfortunately, we have not been able to give
the trees the after attention they should have
for their best development, owing to the small
force employed on tree work, and in many cases
the trees suffer from drought and lack of ·cultivation.
'· A young tree should be watered once a \veek
during the spring and summer if the weather
i,, dry. Five or si..-: pailsful (fifteen or twenty
gallons) should be given at a time. This will
"FINDS" WIFE'S JEWELRY AND GIVES TO moisten the ground thoroughly down to the roots.
Watering every day is unnecessary and somePOLICE
·
Robert Herman, a cotton planter of Green- till').es injurious.
'"The soil should be dug lightly so as to break
wood, Miss., found a small chamois bag under his
bathrobe after he had finished his morning swim up the hard surface crust to a depth of not more
at Asbury Park. Opening it, he discovered a than two or three inches, in order to conserve
brooch containing thirty diamonds, and a dia- moisture, permit aeration and allow the rain to
about
mond lavalliere. He turned the jewelry over to enter. As a rule trees should be cultivated
where the soil is being
Patrolman James Woodward, and went home to once a week or oftener
constantly trampled on.
his cottage at 303 Brinley avenue.
"A young tree can be thoroughly cultivated in
There he told Mrs. Herman what had happened.
five minutes. The work is an advantageous
above
him
reminded
She almost fainted, but then she
especially for those who are confined in
that the bathrobe he had was hers, that the dia- exercise,and
offices during the day, as it wilf
st~res
monds were hers and that furthermore he had
many ~mused muscles into play. If tried
given them to her for a birthday present. She brmg
a~ an appetizer before breakfast or supper it
took her husband to police headquarters, and af- aids
your health, helps the tree and also instil~
ter she had identified the jewelry and proven a better appreciation of it."
ownership they were turned over to her. The
Commissioner Harman said he will gladly furjewels are valued at about $8,000.
nish any further advice regarding the matter and
a :!ced for the co-operation of all tree lovers.
TYP.H OON IN CHINA KILLS 5,000 NATIVES
Telegraph lines between Hong Kong and Swa=
tow are down, but details of the disaster at that
port, due to a typhoon, were received at Hong
Kong Aug.. 5. by steamer.
The storm broke. at 10 :30 o'clock at night, and
gath_ered force until daybreak, when it subsided,
leavmg death and destruction in the city and
.
h~~
The death list is placed at 5,000.
Hundreds of native craft along the waterfront
were wrecked and their occupants drowned, while
practically every house ashore felt. the effects of
the wind.
Several godowns, or warehouses, were badly
damaged and their stock of merchandise ruined.
Trees were torn up by the roots, telegraph poles
snapped off, roofs carried away and houses laid
·
flat.
Coasting steamers dragged their anchors, some
of them· over distances of two miles, and were
oifrht>d on land.

Greates~ Novelty of the Age
Musical Handsaw

~~:J
It you can curry u tune In your bead, you can Jear
to play this instrument, and secure a job on the stage
'o musical education necessary
at a good salary.
Struck "Hh a specially made mallet tb.e perfectly tem:
per~d sn w produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
'l'be same etrect may be had by using a violin bow oa
the edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations o! the saw. It re 1uires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playing you can
;r;:kln~'f;~mt~t saw. It is a useful tool as well as a
l'rlce of Saw, M;dlel and In truetlona ... .... . p
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How I inc1•eased my . sala1y
more than
by

JosephJ1nderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
bow he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccessful man than he was.
But no I My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself,
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age and had worked for years at a small salary.
But h~ was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by trail).ing himself to become
expert in some line of work.
•1o>
So he got in touch with the International Corre1pondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn 1n the
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$SO 000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
thi~k I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an imprenion on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I could do as well.
'
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I was 1urprised to. find out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew tberCJ was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled Jl1" employer came
tv me and told me that he always gave preference
.. m en who 1tudied their job■ -and that m7 Jlext
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salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase baa
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not af much. The
only difference is a matter of training.
O every man who is earning less than $7S a
week, I say simply this:-Find out what the
I. C. S. can do for you!
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today!
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
a week. either I
.
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Without cost er obtlratlon please explain how I can qualify tor
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pretty face was
In a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found the mutilated body of Genevieve Martin. Herdeath.
Who had
swollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat showed that the girl had been brutally choked tohad
seen the murcommitted this_ghastly crime? No one had seen the girl and her assailant enter the cottage. No one
derer depart. How could he be brought to justice?
Crimes like this have been solved- are being solved every day by Finger Print Experts. Every day we read in the
papers of their exploits, hear of the mysteries they solve, the criminals they identify, the re~ards they win. Finger
Print Experts are always in the thick of the excitement, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within the past few years, scores of men, men with no
police experience, men with just ordinary grade school
educations, have become Finger Print Experts. You can
become a Finger Print Expert, too. !;an you imagine a
more fascinating line of work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunity for you.

Learn the Secrets of Identification

More and more the detection of crime resolves itself
into a problem of identification. You can learn the meth•
ods of famous identification experts. You can learn the
science of finger print identification-right at home in
your spare time.
Send for the free book which tells how famous Finger
Print Experts got their start in this fascinating work.
Tells the stories of thirteen actual cases solved by Finl{er
Print Expert,. Tells how you can become a Finger Print
Expert in an amazingly short time.

Cour se in
Secre t Servi ce·
For a limited time, we are makin~ a special offer of a
PROFESSIONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will brinll you FREE BOOK and details of
of this great offer. Don t wait until the offer bas expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mail it today.

University of Applied Science
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Please send me full information on y_our course in
Finger Print Identification and about Free Course in
Secret Service Intelligence. I understand that there is no
obligation of any sort.
N arne - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Street Adcb'ess ---------City and State. _________ ____ _ ___ ____ Age. __ _

IT TL E A D S

City,
rite to Riker & Ki11g, A dr,ertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York
29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for p_articulars about adr,ertising in this maga#it1e,
PERSON AL-Cont inued
AGENTS

'rhousamls congenial people, worth from
RY:
ENTS-Someth tnir new. Fasteat aellers and quickest MAR
$1.000 to $:i0,000 stclctng earU, marriage, tlescrJptions,
ten on earth; ]>t>rmanent, easy, profitable buslphotos, introductions free. Seated. Either 8"", Send
: eood ror $42 to $58 a week. Address American
t'ur. CJulJ, urayi;take. 111.
u I Co., 7755 American Bldi:., Clnclnnatl. Ohio. no money. Alldress 8ta11dnrd
MARRY-MA RRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
FOR SALE
free. Pay when married. The E.xchanee.
descriptions
ND SEEKERS I ATTENTION I 20, 40, 80 &ere tracts Dept. J4J, Kun~ns CHY, )IO,
r U1rl,lng city in Mil'hlgan. $15 to $35 ver aero;
YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE-:-wrlte
If 110 to $50 down anrl $10 to $:!O J>E"r month. ,vrlte IFViolt'l
Run. H,·nnlson. o:tlo. I::m•JO,l' suunucU enn-loue.
for FREE booklet ghlng full information.
ClART J,.\ND CO., M-12GS, ~•trst National Dank BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONI AL CLUB ln Country.
ChiC'abOJ:;,tabllihed 17 Years. Thousands \Yealthy wl,hlng
Early Marriage. ConHdential, Free. The Old llellable
HELP WANTED
!,irs. \\'ruhel, Jlox 26. Onklanrl. Calif.
Club.
A R"ILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR! $110 to $250 MARRY -Free photographs. directory and de!criptlon1
thly, exoen11e1 pald arter 3 months' span'•time
members. Pay whtn married. New Piao
wea1thy
or
S:11Jendld opportunities. )losltion guaranh•ell or
Mo.
\Vrlte for Frre Booklet CM-101, Co .• l>ert. :rn, Kan,;a~ C'lty.
r,·funded.
Y.
N.
Buffalo,
WEALTH-'rh ousand•: worth s;;.ooo
Jnat.,
HEALTH,
Tralnlnl'
MARRY
, Du!llneaa
l'hotoq, 1ntrodurll(!n" ;
to $400,000. desire rnnrrla::t-.
A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and .. omen de,crlpttona free. SU~SiCul-co ntldentlaL SUN FLO\\ EB
1111' teeret innstil'atlon in your district. Wrl te C. T. CLt:'B.
l\ansn!.,
f'lmnrron,
D-300.
•Ir. ';:!l Westover Blds: .. Kan111 f'lty, lfo,
WOULD ;rou wrile a Wl'Rltliy. prl!llr girl? (.-.tam1,>
JAllinn s1wout. ~tn, lT. f'IP,·t•hrn1l. 011!0.

ECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Gr,nt demand for
tn and women. Faqclnallmr work. Partleular!I fre<'.
Write. AmPr1can nPterthie, ~Y!ltem. Hl6R n·way, N. 'Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc .• are wantril for 1lt1hll~}~mlt M~~. or wrlte Lllt'rary Burnu. !H!5

Hi~~fh~T.

CLEVERPH OTOPLAY PLOT 11•'1'elo1w<t Into
~we-rtul ~creen Drama. ftt 11 your tdf'II, f'r!Url~m
cu1•1on. S,•reen Studio K, 3~8 W. GSth SL, New York

YOUR

PATENT S

Copyright ln,tm,tJvo fotd,r
Loni? ~xpertt>nre as palt'nt ,tOJkltor; promvt
fr<'f".
Braults nrocun-il.
Corresponden ce 101fcited.
&drier.
fl"tz1:er, Dept D, \Vuhlneton,
Charges reasonable.
D. C.
Trademark,

PATENTS!

PERSONAL

~~- Clair,
IFCl~~~nEd~
~•nrl
ASTROLOG Y-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
readlnr, Edd.1, We1tport
~~~.~;m/

y()hl~.rlte,sr.::..a1!.~~~inpio~~;..
11~• ii~~I

Bt.~lr~~~;J~
f.""ft

iiETMARR ifD -n•"t m&trlmon!11I riap,r nnblf~hN1.
¾;~::,~nt. A;!~lres,i .American Distributor, Suitenlg 1•,ue with
20th r.•r.
A RftlAGE .. PAPER.
c-enta.
:"deaeripUons. photos, names and "dctrf'"Rf"s, 25 Ma~~.
Tioston,
220:ill,
]lox
Sl'Rlf'd.
~e:nt
,~P.
0 Olhf'r
MARRY-Dire ctory free, --Ladlesand Gentlcm•nwr lle
for booklet. Strictly ronthlr,ntfat. ?\atlonal .\::enC'y,
~t. A

MAIDEN, 16. wt>althy but lonely, will marry, Box !>5,
Club. Oxford, FlorJd&.
t--:loccn:-:eccly"',-:w::=lll
ATTRACTIVE MA I D-"E""N""'".-_,-,-•l"'tc-hy-..,.b-u.,.
1
marry. Club, Rox 55, Oxford, J1'lor rln.
MARRY tor love, w•a-ith. ha)1p1n.es-;.-1n"'fo_r_m_•c-tlc-o-n....,.fre--c-•.
t,,,aw,uA Rox 35, Toledo, _0_1_,l_o_ _ _ _~ - - - -

·v1:~~~;h•n~'.· -~~,·0;:~1x \l~•~~A1tU:.•nJ.~1e:f~:lt~\~~ cor-

HUNOREOS ~ek·ngi marr:age, H' ~lnceffi Cllt'los~
:Mr . }:~ Wtnanl, 2928 1Jroa1tw11y, f"h.karo, Itltnols.
WORLD'S l~•ullni DlatrlmonJal c1ub:-thou111ands wofth
$5,000 to $400.000, wlntur to marry, H,t aent tree.
]Jon. Ralph Hy1le, 166, San Fnn<.'IS<'O-, Ca'lt.
IF flEALLY LONELY;'" wrli- Jleltv~e:- lnr-~254
Broadway, New York Clly, S,nd •!&mp. Don't for~
~~Wt~~=E~S~O~M~E=-e-.~-c~h-an_g_o-;lo~l71y--,l~e~tt~•r~s-=w•1t~h,--;ht>=a~ut~l'"fu~I
Jadlt"'II nnd w altb ,e,ntlemtn. Ev& )foor~. Box 908,
Jukqouvi11t', 1 1... t~ 1 Amf))
"Home Mak;,r": hun<!reds rich:
MARRY IF LONELY:
oonthl ntta1 · rt>ll,-b 1e: ,,_.ars t'"C()t'"l"nf't'; ,1 ,..,.rlJttlons

frPe. "The ~tire fll ful {'"uh." 1,nlt ~'.lfl. Oall'nftct. C"a11t.
PEGGY ATHERTON'S Fl h Drcluc!ng f;y,tem, p.rmonf"ntly rt<luctnr flr h; no starntlon, drum, or 11trl'11u ..

nus enrclse. Book $2. Peggy Atherton Co., Ul East

, _____ ----~__
Br<>11<I SL, C'otumbus,0

-

-

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONAL corretvondenco paper and onvolol)OS printed
with ,ou1 aildz:es-.. 60 c, nts Pf't' hox po t()8·1I. Callln.rarrl:t '15 cents pt•r 100. Hamplr>a tree. n. F. Alber-a.

2101 Senec,. St., St. JO'lenh_-'c'c 'l'='f=o·===-= c-------

SONGWRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose music.
fiubmtt your porm~ to 11" Rt once. New York Melody
C'ornoratlon. 405 Fll7.1?P,.11lrl RJdJt.. Ne,_,·_Y_o_r_k._ _ __

TOBACC O HABIT

Kan,au f'ltv, )fo.

Ir
TO BACCO or !lnutr Habit cured or no pay. $1PC,
iixTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. F:J<Yptl•n
S'upPrba Co.
cured. R•medy sent on trial.
lttr'"t". Black Rrt. other rnre books. f'lltRlog free
Illar Book Co.. 9B22. 122 Federal B't., Camden, N, J, Baltimore, Md.

IN 'TJtUC'l'IO N
PRN'.\1..\.NSRIP taught; $1 monthly,

~ve your handwritin g.
tlon ::!. New York.

Im•

Address Prince

t
0I re 4&&iaJ•w.:~•r-:::•af~:a=-~
■

Remo..d at home: no knife,
:No it•ln. No coat if It fail••
Soec.,•f•llt a ..d f<C ta , • .,.••

Write for Fre• Rook and tHtl·

I have an honest, proven remedy for
lt oheok1 the
soltre (big neo1<).
growth 11t. once, rednoee the enlarge.
ment, stoys fialn and dlstreea

and re-

~:n6;~:J:r,\~~9.,;~::ut r;r..\t~?~.Ume at once. DR. ROCK. Al~-::~

Dent. flt. Sall HI, MllwlllkH, Wis.

ondl'rful poses, $1.00_; 18 specials, $2,00
lllne '"l'aken from Lite" Photograph s:
ey refunded If dlssa tislled.

RT CO., Dept, 401, ST, LOUIS, l\10,

DYEAR RAINCOAT FREE

e wlll send a handsome Rainproofe d, All·

ther Coat to one person Ju each locality
w!ll Rhow and recommend It to frlen<l~.

today to Th!' Goodyear Mtg. Co.,
BD Goodyear Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BOYS, YOU CAN MAKE BIO MONEY
selling the BOYS' 111AGAZINE each month.
today !or 5 copies. SEND NO

:oMTuy~s

Addre91 The Scott F, RcdJleld Co. Inc.

OWNS MOST
yp- -JABLE

PECAN TREE
-4---

What is said to
be the most valuable pecan tree
in the United
States is situated
Concrete,
near
Tex. It is owned
by A. B. Roth, a
farmer, who was
offered and refused $1,000 for the•
tree as it stands.
From the nuts of
this tree Roth is
planting a 100acre pecan tree
o r ch a rd. The
trees are being
in
planted
squares sixty feet
apart. The nuts
of the remarkab le
tree are large
and of the softshell variety.
When the little
pecan trees ~re
two years old
they will be budded ,,·th bud
from the parent
tree, which will
assure their bearing true to the
original tock.
Roth, from a
few trees on hi;,
place, sold over
$2,000 worth of
nuts la t year. As
there will be 1,600 trees on the
1000 . acres, and
buds from only
the best tree will
be used, it should
produce a fortune
in ten years, according to pecan
growing authorities.
Because of the
deep rooting system of the pecan,
the gimeral farm
work will not be
interfered with,
and the trees will
not interrupt the
growing of crops
on the land, culti•
vation of which
will force growth
upon the trees, it
is explained .

WEST WEEKLY

WILD

LATEST

ISSVES -

-

999 Young Wild We~t Lassoi ng the Ll nl'bers; o r,
Arlett,t' Quick bot.
1000 1• and "Arizona Al"; or, The Wonderful Luck or
u

1001

"

1002

"

1003

"

'owboy.

Corrnllng rh .. Road Agents; or, Arletta and the
Outlaw's BrldP.
Facing His l?oes; or, The Shake-Up At Shiver
Split.
Stopping a Stampede; or, Arletta a nd the Cot•
Girls.
nottPM Troll; or, The Gold Cache ot the

1004

"

100:;

Rifle D uel; or, A rletta's Cross-tl rr.
" a n,! "Tlomino Dick"; or, The Hron<'ho BustPr'!
find nr .. a k.
" Trapping th.- IIorse Thieves: or, Arlettn's
Qukk Work .
" nnd t h<' Cho<"tn w Chief; or, 'Ihe IIld d1>n Val•
ley a nd the Lost Tribe.
"
~'olloweu by F iends; or , A rletta and tbe Plotters.
" 011,1 , be Cactus Queen; or. The B11ndlts o f the
1-\:11111 Illlls.
·• In ll<'nth Canyon; or, Arlrrta and the Mad
l\lltt..r.
" Crnc-1, Cavntry; or, The Shot That Won the Dny.
" Afl<•r on As~assln: or, Arietta and the Toughs.
'' Shot In the Dnrk; or, Wlunlng Ills Weight
In Gold.
" nnd the Hold Cp Men; or, Bow Arletta Paid
flpr Hnn~on,.
" Arlzonn Houml-l'p: Qr, Catching the Cattle
Crook~.
" Proml~e: or, Arlettn a nd the Blue Mark.
" .\s Av, n~•·•·; •>r, 'J'J;<• \'lgllnntk' l\11Rtnke.
" Aft<'r thP Denth Dealers; or, A Hot Fight In

DPSPrt.

1000

1007
JOOS
1009
1010

1011

1012
JUJ:!
JO H

1010
10Hl

1017
Jillfl
101!!

"

lh<:' G<1kh.

n,,f,l'ing th,, mnckfeet; or, Arl..ttn and the Mys,
l<\riou~ Canoe.·-.
•
1021 " Holng lilt- Limit ; or, 'l'l1c "Shin-Dig" nt Show
Down.
1022 " Concl<•111n{'(I to Drnth ; or. Arkttn 's Prnh1e Race.
10~:i " ~uvittl!' His Rnn<>h : or, Wlph1g o,,, nn Old Rc·orP.
102~ " <'nn!l'ht h~· C'omnn<>h<'s; or, A1lettn Dnring D<'Otll.
1025 " Rhowing T'p a Sherill'; or, The Right !\Inn O n a
Wrong 'l'rall.
102G '' Rerklpss Hl<le · or, Arlettn's Hairbreadth Escape.
l<Y.!7 " nnd the Cowhoy Rports; or, Fun and Fighting
on th<' RnngP.
JO!!S " Rnldin!l' t he Redsklrfs ; or, Arletta nnd the
Apn<'h<' Trnp.
10!!!> " Whoo ping It rp; or, Tb., Cowboy Carnival at
· Crooked Creek.
1030 11 Dngger Duel· ur Arletta and the l\fexlcnn
Bandits.
'
1031 " Qulck!'st Rhot; or, The Desperadoes of Diamond Dive.
•
1032 11 and the Dent h !1Iln1>; or, Arletta Illutrlng the
Clnim .lumpers.
1033 11 Rn\'lng the "1-\pventh"; or, The Fight at Red
Rnvltw.
1034 " GrensPr Shnke-T"p; or, Arlrttn Rtnndlng the
T,,,t,
t Cl I f'
1035 " 'l'rnillnir n "Tnr.o r"; or, The Band!
1 e s
T,nst Chnnre.
D th
103() " Snvln!l' Ills Scnlp; or, AriPttn nnd th<'
en
Trnll.
d • D l
1037 11 TPn<'hlng n Tend!'rfoot; or, The Du cs
ue
With the Desperado.
1038 "
Rnsltlng thP Rustten; or, Arlcttn's Long
Hnnge Shot.
For eale by a ll newsdealers, or will be ••mt to any
addre8tl on r eeelpt of prke, 7c per eopy, ln money or
posta,re stamps, b y
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, lne.,
166 W~st 23d S treet,
New York City
10!!0

"

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price 85 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes in the
method ot construction and submission ot acenarlos.
Sixty Lessons, covering eTer:v phase ot scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure n copy, send us the price,
811 cents, In money or postage s tamps, and we will
mail you one, postage tree. Address
L , SENABENS, 219 Sehnth Ave., :Sew York, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and A musing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 1.
BOOK. -

.~ APOJ,EO. '8

ORACVL\J.u

A

D

Dlt.l,:A~l

Co utulnlug the g reat oracle of human dt•stlnr; also· tbl' t rne menulng of almost an:v kin,! o
drc•ams, tog<:t her \\ ltb 1•barms, ceremonies, a nd c urloud
g:un~s of turds.
No. ~- HOW TO DO TRICKS. - The grent hook ot
magic Ullll <":l rd trlt•kq, eontain iHg full Instruction on all
the le:Hling l'artl tricks of the day, a lso the most pop11l11r
DL,i;:it-ul llln,ions us performed by our I,•u,ling m 11glel:rn~; <.'\'t'l'Y hoy sbonld obtai n a copy of t his book.
·o. a. HOW TO J<'LIRT. - The arts an d wiles of
flirtatio n ore CUIIJ· expl:i inl'<I by this lit tle book. Resi<l,•s tlJ,, ,:1rlous m,,thods of handk!'rehiPf, fan, gloYe,
par,1•01, wludow and hnt flirt. tion, it contains a fu ll 11,;t
of the lnngu:ige ,md S<'nt imcnt of flowers.
No. 4. now TO DA}.CE is the title or this little
book. It contains fu ll Instructions l n the art of dancing,
etiquettt> In the hall room a nd nt parties, how to clrPss,
autl full dlr,•ctions tor calling ol'I' In all popular s<1u are
dances.
· o. IS. now TO MAKE LOVE. - A eomplete g uide
to Jove. 1·011rtshlp and marriage, giving senslol<• advice,
rules nn<I etiqu1>tr <' to he observed, with mnny cu rious
an,l lnt,•re~ting things not generally k nown.
6. now T O 1u,;co. (E AN ATJILETE. - Giving
full 11,,.trnctlons for the use of d umbbells, Indian clubs,
pnl'Rllel bur~, horlzont:11 b11rs and various other me thods
or tlen•loping a good, !J!'althy m uscle; coutnlnlnf!' over
si:tty illustration~.
,.•o. 7. HOW TO KEE P HIRDS. - IInndsomely illus•
trated 1111<! containing full lnstruclions for the manng<'•
mrnt a1ul truinlng ot the <"annry, mock ing bird, bobolink,
blncklJlrd, puroqu1>t, parrot, etc.
• o . 8. now TO HECO~lE A VENTRILOQUIST. Ily Harry K, nnedy. E,·ery intelllgent boy reading this
book ot !nstrnl'tlous can master the nrt, and create any
amount of tun !or hims<>lf and friends. It is the gr,•ute~t hook CV( r puhll•hed.
• o. 10. now TO no.·. - The n rt o! se lf-deft-use
ruude easy.
Containing ov<.'r thirty lllustratlon• ot
guards, blows, and the tl!flerent positions ot a good
boxer. Every boy should ol>ta!n one of these useful and
instructl\'e books, ns it will tench you b ow to box
without nn instructor.
N o. 11. HO W T O W RITE LOVE•LETTE.RS. - A
most comp!Pte little book, containing fu ll directions for
writing love- letters, a n•J " !Jen to use them , giving " Pecfmcn letters fo r young and old.
No. U . JIOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO EADIE.Giving complete i nstructions for w riting letlt<rs to
la<lies on all suojects; also letters of Introduction, uot~aantl r('{Juests.
,'o, 13. HOW TO DO IT ; or, BOOK OF ETIQUET~' •
- It Is a great life secret, and one that every young
man desires to know all about. There's happiness in It.
.·o. 14. JJOW TO MAKE CA.."1DY.-A com plete handbook tor making all kindH of candy, Ice-creams, syrups,
essence~. etc.• etc.

,o.

No. 17,

now

T O DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-

Containing complete instructions for performing over
sixty mechnnlcal tricks. J,'ully illustrated.
N o. J,8, HOW 1.0 BECOllE BEAUTH'UL, - One ot
the brightest and most valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to k now how to become beaullful , both male and female. The secret 111
simple, und nln!ost -costless.
N o.

20,

HOW

'1'0

ENTERTAIN

A!i

EVENING

A complete compendium ot games, s ports,
card diversions, comic rec•itnls, etc., suitable t or parlor
or drawing-room entertainment. lt contains more tor
the money than any book published.
No. 21. HOW T O HI.,. T .\..·o FISH.-'l'he most complete hunllng nnd fishing g uide ever published. It con•
tains full 10structions about guns, hunting dogs, tra1,1
trapping and tlshl11g, together with description ot g9
and fish .
o. 23. HOW TO E.'PLAIN DREAMS.-Thfa litt l
book gives thP explanation to nil kinds ot dream~. to•
getber with lucky and unlucky days.
For sale by all new~dealers or will be sent to 1>117
address on receipt of prlee, ,10 cents per copy, l11 m oney
or posta~e &iamp•. by

PART\. , -

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New York

